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IN THIS REPORT provisional sta tistics are presented, based on data 
collected in household interviews fo r  the Health Interview Survey during 
July 1966-June 1967, on the incidence o f acute illnesses and injuries 
and associated disability days; the percent o f the civilian, noninstitu­
tional population with one or more chronic conditions; the number of 
persons injured and associated disability days; the number o f hospital 
discharges; the number o f disability days associated with illness; and 
the frequency o f physician visits.
This report is  the fifth  in a series o f annual publications providing 
provisional estim ates from  the Health Interview Survey based on con­
solidation o f quarterly data. Due to the provisional nature o f these esti­
mates, they may, in some instances, d iffer slightly fro m  revised data 
released at a later date.
SYMBOLS
Data not available------------------------------------- —
Category not applicable----------------------------- . . .
Quantity zero------------------------------------------- -
Quantity more than 0 but less than 0.05-----  0.0
Figure does not meet standards of 
reliability or precision---------------------------  *
CURRENT ESTIMATES
FROM THE HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
Paul I. Ahmed, Division o f Health Interview Statistics
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
On July 1, 1966, the starting date for the col­
lection of the 12 months of data basic to the esti­
mates shown in this report, the major provisions 
of the Medicare legislation were enacted. The co­
incidence of these two events provides a unique 
opportunity to compare the current estimates of 
the Health Interview Survey with those of earlier 
years of the survey to obtain some rough measures 
of the impact of the legislation on the use of medi­
cal services.
Since the Medicare legislation provides hos­
pital care for persons 65 years and older, as well 
as supplemental coverage for physicians' services 
and other health services and supplies, there are 
several items in the interview survey that can 
serve as measures of change (table A). During the 
period, July 1966-June 1967, there were 3.5 mil 
lion discharges from short-stay hospitals among
persons 65 years and older, in contrast to 3.1 
million during the previous year. These estimates 
represent an increase from 17.7 to 19.7 discharges 
per 100 persons 65 years and older, a relative in­
crease of 11.3 percent. Due to a compensating de­
crease in hospitalizations during the current year 
among females 17-44 years, a decline which may 
be related to the decreasing birth rate, the rate 
of hospitalizations in the total population was 
quite similar for the 2 years.
During the current year there was an even 
more dramatic increase in hospital utilization in 
terms of days. For persons 65 years and older, 
the days spent in short-stay hospitals increased 
to 48.4 million from 39.6 million days in the pe­
riod, July 1965-June 1966. This r ise  from 225.3 
days per 100 population in the earlier year to
271.1 days in the year ending June 1967 represents 
an increase of 20.3 percent in hospital utilization 
by persons 65 years and older. The increase in the
Table A. Comparison o f measures o f the Health Interview  Survey r e la t in g  to  the use o f  
m edical se rv ic es  among persons 65 years and older
Survey measure July 1965- June 1966
July 1966- 
June 1967
Percent
change
D ischarges from sh o rt-sta y
h o sp ita ls  per 100 persons-------------------------- 17.7 19.7 +11.3
Days in  sh o rt-sta y  h o sp ita ls
per 100 persons------------------------------------------ 225.3 271.1 +20.3
Average length o f h o sp ita l
stay  in  days----------------------------------------------- 12.7 13.8 +8 .7
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' number of hospital days per 100 population for 
persons of all ages amounted to approximately 5 
percent.
The percentage of persons 65 years and older 
who were seen by a physician during the past year 
rose to 70.5 percent during the current year from 
68.8' percent during the period, July 1963-June 
1964, the most recent year for which comparable 
data are available from the survey. However, the 
frequency of physician visits among persons 65 
years and older during the current year, 6.0 visits 
per person per year, was actually less than the 
estimate of 6,7 visits during July 1963 through 
June 1964. This lower volume of physician visits 
was characteristic of persons in all age groups 
and is  no doubt associated with the low incidence 
of acute conditions during the period, with the rate 
of 190.2 conditions per 100 population represent­
ing the lowest annual incidence since the beginning 
of the Health Interview Survey in 1957.
Acute Conditions
From July 1966 through June 1967, an esti­
mated incidence of 365.9 million acute illnesses 
and injuries requiring either medical attention or 
restriction of daily activity occurred among the 
civilian, noninstitutional population of the United 
States (tables 1 and 2). This estimate represents 
an average of about 190.2 acute conditions per 100 
persons per year. This rate also represents a sub­
stantial decline from the incidence rate of 212.0
conditions in the preceding year, July 1965-June 
1966, A decline in the incidence of influenza was 
primarily responsible for the reduction in the 
overall rate (table B). Injuries constituted the only 
condition class that increased in incidence during 
the current year. From figure 1, which shows the 
seasonal variation by calendar quarters of all 
acute conditions and acute respiratory conditions, 
it can be seen that in each of the quarters the 
incidence of acute respiratory conditions was 
lower than during the previous year. During Oc- 
tober-December 1966 and January-March 1967, 
the quarters for which respiratory conditions 
contribute most heavily to the rate for all acute 
conditions, the decrease in the rate of respiratory 
conditions from that for the previous year was 
noted in all age-sex groups.
The comparatively low incidence rate of acute 
conditions led to a decline in the rates of associ 
ated restricted activity and bed disability. Acute 
illness or injury was responsible for an average 
of 7.2 restricted-activity days per person during 
the year, and 3.0 days of bed disability (tables 3­
6). In contrast, the corresponding figures for the 
previous year were 8.2and3.7days,respectively. 
Similarly, acute conditions during July 1966-June 
1967 were responsible for an estimated 3.9 days 
lost from school per child 6-16 years of age and
3.1 days lost from work per currently employed 
person (tables 7 and 8). The corresponding figures 
for the previous year were 4.6 days and3.7 days, 
respectively.
Table B. Number o f acute con d ition s per 100 persons per year and percent change: United 
S ta te s , July 1965-June 1966 and July 1966-June 1967
Condition July 1965- June 1966
July 1966- 
June 1967
Percent
change
Number per 100 population
A ll acute con d ition s--------------------------- 212.0 190,2 -1 0 .3
In fe c t iv e  and p a r a s it ic  con d ition s-------------- 25.1 23.7 -5 .6
In fluenza-------------------------------------------------------- 43,7 28.8 -3 4 .1
Other resp ira tory  con d ition s------------------------ 82 .2 75.7 -7 ,9
D ig estiv e  con d ition s------------------------------------- 10.4 9 .0 -1 3 .5
In ju r ie s --------------------------------------------------------- 25.4 28.1 +10.6
A ll other acute co n d itio n s--------------------------- 25.2 24.9 -1 .2
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Persons With Chronic Conditions
An estimated 96.0 million persons or about 
half of the population, excluding inmates of insti­
tutions and Armed Forces personnel, reported 
one or more chronic diseases or impairments 
(table 9). The proportion represents a slightly 
higher percentage than the 49.1 reported during 
the previous year. The increase in reporting of 
chronic conditions occurred in all age groups for 
males and females, except among males 25-44 
years, reaching a peak of 86.6 percent for females 
aged 65 years and over with one or more chronic 
diseases or impairments. The substantial in­
crease in the percentage of persons with chronic 
conditions noted for the years, July 1965-June 
1966 and July 1966-June 1967, in comparison with 
earlier years, probably is  due to better report­
ing of conditions rather than to a natural increase 
in the prevalence of chronic conditions. Major 
revision of the check lists of chronic conditions 
on the questionnaire initiated in July 1965 led to 
the improved reporting of chronic conditions of 
long duration.
Persons Injured
An estimated 51.8 million persons, or a rate 
of 26.9 per 100 persons in the civilian, noninsti­
tutional population, were injured during the period 
July 1966-June 1967 (table 10). This rate per 100 
population, although appreciably higher than the 
23.7 during July 1965-June 1966, was somewhat 
lower than the 28.8 during July 1964-June 1965 
and the 28,6 for theperiodof July 1963-June 1964, 
During the current year about 54 percent of the 
injured restricted their activities for 1 or more 
days; some of these persons were medically at­
tended, others were not. About 40 percent of the 
persons injured reported both medical attention 
and restricted activity; another 46 percent were 
medically attended with no restriction of activity. 
Approximately 21 percent spent 1 or more days in 
bed as a result of injury.
Persons injured were classified in one or 
more of four classes of accidents: moving motor 
vehicle, while at work, home, and other. The 
"other" category is residual, as it includes all 
accidents that could not be placed in the first three
categories, such as accidents occurring at school, 
on public sidewalks, or in department stores. In 
general, the rate of restricted activity due to in­
jury increased because of the substantial increase 
in home and "other" accidents.
For males the overall rates of restricted ac­
tivity per 100 persons per year resulting from in­
jury remained the same as those of the 'previous 
year (table 11). There was an increase, however, 
over last year for males in the 17-44-year age 
group and a decline for those 45 years and over. 
For females the rate of restricted activity in­
creased in all age groups. This increase can be 
attributed to the substantial rise in home acci­
dents.
The number of both males and females injured 
per 100 persons increased over the preceding 
year, and the increase was consistent in each age 
group except for those 65 years and over (table C).
Increases in bed disability from injuries fol­
lowed essentially the same pattern as that for re­
stricted activity, but the differences in rates for 
the 2 years were considerably smaller (table 12). 
An exception to this pattern was noted for disa­
bility caused by moving motor vehicles, where the 
rate of bed disability decreased while restricted- 
activity days remained the same. For females 
there was a substantial increase in the rate of 
disability associated with home and "other" acci­
dents. By class of accident, the percent of persons 
with short-term disability was as follows;
Activity Bed
restric ting disabling
Moving motor vehicle- 57.1 37.4
While at work— - ------ 49.5 17.9
Home---------------------- 51.5 17,7
Other-------- ------------- 58.3 24.4
Although the number of persons injured in 
moving motor-vehicle accidents was much lower 
than for other classes of accidents, e.g,, 3.5 mil­
lion in contrast to 22.6 million persons injured 
at home (table 10), the proportion of motor vehi­
cle injuries resulting in activity restriction and 
bed disability was markedly higher than for per­
sons injured at home or at work.
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Table C. Number o f persons injured and number of r e s t r ic t e d -a c t iv i ty  days per 100 
population: United S ta te s , July 1966-June 1967 and July 1965-June 1966
Sex and age
Persons injured R estr ic ted -  a c t iv i ty  days
July 1966- 
June 1967
July 1965- 
June 1966
July 1966- 
June 1967
July 1965- 
June 1966
Male Number per 100 population
A ll  ages------------------------------------- 32.9 29.0 338.8 335.3
Under 6 years--------------------------------------- 41.0 26.9 49.5 42.8
6-16 years-------------------------------------------- 37.1 34.8 164.3 163.0
17-44 years------------------------------------------ 36.9 35.6 432.0 381.3
45-64 years------------------------------------------ 25.0 19.8 500.1 567.8
65 years and over-------------------------------- 10.6 10.7 507.1 536.6
Female
A ll  ages------------------------------------- 21.4 18.7 271.2 224.1
Under 6 years--------------------------------------- 26.5 23.8 44.8 30.7
6-16 years-------------------------------------------- 22.5 17.6 108.1 76.8
17-44 years------------------------------------------ 22.8 19.1 245.1 196.3
45-64 years------------------------------------------ 16.5 15.7 383.4 346.0
65 years and over-------------------------------- 18.3 19.2 741.1 621.3
Hospital Discharge* and Length of Stay
An estimated 24.2 million discharges from 
short-stay hospitals involving 1 or more nights of 
hospital stay, or 12.6 discharges per 100 persons, 
occurred for the period July 1966-June 1967 (table 
13). These data are derived from health interviews 
and are comparable to those shown in other issues 
of the Current Estimates series (Series 10, Num­
bers 5, 13, 25, and 37). They will differ, however, 
from those published in the report on hospital dis­
charges (Series 10, Number 30), since they exclude 
hospitalization of decedents. They will differ also 
from data reported by the Hospital Discharge Sur­
vey because of differences in population covered 
and types of hospitals included.
The average length of stay per discharge was 
8.6 days. The average stay for males (10.4 days) 
was about 40 percent longer than that for females 
(7.4 days), with the greatest difference due to the
shorter average stay of females of childbearing 
age, 17-44 years.
Even though the rate of short-stay hospital 
discharges for persons 65 years and older in­
creased from 17.7 discharges per 100 persons 
during July 1965-June 1966 to 19.7 discharges 
during the current year, the rate of hospitalization 
for the total population was quite similar for the 
2 years. A marked decrease in the rates of hos­
pitalization for females 17-44 years, which com­
pensated for the higher rates among older persons, 
is  probably related to the continuing decline in the 
birth rates in this country (Monthly Vital Statistics 
Report, Vol. 16, No.8, Oct. 20, 1967).
Disability Days
For the 12-month period ending June 1967, 
there was a marked decline in the rate of bed disa­
bility, work loss, and school loss noted for the
» t
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preceding year (tables 14 and 15). From illness or 
injury, the population averaged 5.6 days of bed 
disability and 5.4 days of work loss (per currently 
employed person) in contrast to 6.3 days of bed 
disability and 5.8 work-loss days for the previous 
year. Similarly, children aged 6 to 16 years av­
eraged 4.5 days lost from school in contrast to
5.2 days during the previous year. These differ­
ences are due, for the most part, to the absence 
of an influenza epidemic during the current year.
Physician Visits
It is estimated that during the period of July 
1966-June 1967, there were 831.1 million visits 
to physicians in the United States (table 16). For 
the purpose of the survey, a physician visit is  
defined as a consultation with a physician—either 
in person or by telephone—for examination, diag­
nosis, treatment, or advice. The service could 
have been provided by the physician himself or 
by a nurse, or. by another person acting under the 
supervision of the physician. Visits to inpatients 
of hospitals were not included as a physician visit. 
Only osteopaths and doctors of medicine were 
considered as "physicians."
Table 16 indicates that the rates of physician 
visits varied greatly by age and sex. The rate per 
person per year was highest for those 65 years 
and older, and the rate of visits for females ex­
ceeded that for males except among persons under 
15 years of age. The higher rates for females can 
be explained by prenatal and postnatal care as 
well as the tendency on the part of women to visit 
a physician more frequently even when such care 
is excluded (Series 10, Number 18, "Physician 
Visits").
More than half of the children under 15 years 
of age, and about three-fifths of the persons 65 
years and over, visited a physician during the 6 
months prior to interview (table 17). A higher 
proportion of females than of males visited the 
physician during the 6 months preceding the in­
terview. While this difference by sex was present 
for all age-groups, with the exception of those 
under 15 years, it was greatest in the childbearing 
ages, 15-24 and 25-44 years.
Seasonal Variation
Tables 19-21 and figures 1-3 present quar­
terly trends of three health topics: acute condi­
tions, persons injured, and person-disability days.
SOURCE AND LIMITATIONS 
OF DATA
The information contained in this publication 
is derived from household interviews conducted 
by the Health Interview Survey in cooperation with 
the U.S. Bureau of the Census in a probability 
sample of the civilian, noninstitutional population 
of the United States. The sample is designed so 
that interviews are conducted during every week 
of the year. During the 52-week period from 
July 1966 through June 1967, the sample was 
composed of approximately 42,000 households 
containing about 134,000 persons living at the 
time of the interview.
A description of the design of the survey, the 
methods used in estimation, and general qualifi­
cations of the data obtained from surveys is 
presented in Appendix I. Since the estimates 
shown in this report are based on a sample of 
the population rather than on the entire popu­
lation, they are subject to sampling error. There­
fore, particular attention should be paid to the 
section entitled "Reliability of Estimates." Sam­
pling errors for most of the estimates are of 
relatively low magnitude. However, where an 
estimated number or the numerator or de- 
lominator of a rate or percentage is small, the 
sampling error may be high. Charts of relative 
sampling errors and instructions for their use 
are shown in Appendix I
Certain terms used in this report are defined 
in Appendix II. Some of the terms have special­
ized meanings for the purpose of the survey. For 
example, estimates of the incidence of acute con­
ditions include, with certain exceptions, those con­
ditions which had started within 2 weeks and which 
involved either medical attention or restricted ac­
tivity. The exceptions, which are listed in Appendix 
II, are certain conditions such as heart trouble and
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diabetes which are always considered to be chron­
ic, regardless of duration or onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days 
associated with acute conditions are derived from 
the number of days of disability experienced 
during the 2-week period prior to the week of 
interview and include all such days reported, 
even if the acute condition causing the disability 
had its onset prior to the 2-week period. Dis­
ability days associated with acute conditions are 
recorded on a condition basis. If an individual 
has more than one acute condition on the same 
day, the count of disability days will exceed the 
actual number of days disabled, i.e ., person 
days of disability.
The questionnaire used during the 12 months 
of data collection is illustrated in Appendix
III. Information about acute conditions, persons 
with one or more chronic conditions, persons 
injured, and disability days was derived from the 
responses to the illness-recall questions and 
the condition pages. Information about hospital 
discharges and physician visits was obtained 
from the questionnaire pages concerning these 
topics.
Annual estimates shown were obtained by 
consolidating data tabulated on a quarterly basis 
and, due to rounding of numbers, may, in some 
instances, differ slightly from those prepared 
from annual tabulations to be released at a later 
date. In order to release provisional data quickly, 
it has been necessary to limit the amount oi 
demographic information.
O O O
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
|pata arts baaed on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of
the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix i j
CONDITION GROUP
-c th 
SE Xr. MALE FEMALE
bCTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
fcUTh
SEXES MALE FcMALe
U  .luENCE GF ACUTE 
CONDITIuNS IN THOUSANDS
PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION
NUMBER OF ACUTE CON­
DITIONS PER 100 
PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-------- 365,936 172,082 193*654 100.0 100.0 100.0 190.2 185.4 194.7
INfECTIVE AID PARASITIC DISEASES-- 45,526 21,208 24,318 12.4 12.3 12.5 23.7 22.9 24.4
COMMON CHILDHOOD DISEASES------- 9,918 5,230 4,688 2.7 3.0 2.4 5.2 5.6 4.7
THE VIRUS) N.O.S.---------------- 26,249 11.467 14.782 7.2 6.7 7.6 13.6 12.4 14.8
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 
DISEASES------------------------ 9,359 4,511 4,848 2.6 2.6 2.5 4.9 4.9 4.9
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS------------ 201,016 93,314 107,702 54.9 54.2 55.6 104.5 100.6 108.2
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---- 138,939 64,762 74,177 33.0 37.6 38.3 72.2 69.8 74.5
COMMON COLD------------------- 109,713 51,572 58,140 30.0 30.0 30.0 57.C 55.6 58.4
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY 
CONDITIONS-------------------- 29,227 13,190 16,337 8.0 7.7 8.3 15.2 14.2 16.1
INFLUtN2A------------------------ 55,382 25,098 30,284 15.1 14.6 15.6 28.8 27.0 30.4
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE 
MANIFESTATIONS--------------- 10,524 4,632 5,892 2.9 2.7 3.0 5.5 5.0 5.9
QTHeR INFLUeNZA---------- ----- 44,858 20,466 24,392 12.3 11.9 12.6 23.3 22.1 24.5
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---- 6,695 3,454 3,240 1.8 2.0 1.7 3.5 3.7 3.3
PNcUMONIA---------------------- 2,013 1,232 782 0.6 0.7 0.4 1 . 0 1.3 0.8
BRONCHITIS-------------------- 3,411 1,491 1.920 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.8 1.6 1.9
OTHER ACUTE RESPIRATORY 
CONDITIONS-------------------- 1,270 731 * 0.3 0.4 * 0.7 0.8 *
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS------- 17,292 8,244 9,048 4.7 4.8 4.7 9.0 8.9 9.1
DENTAL CONDITIONS---------------- 5,951 2,843 3,108 1.6 1.7 1.6 3.1 3.1 3.1
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER 
GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS. 
N.E.C.------------- ------------ 3,847 1,601 2,246 1.1 0.9 1.2 2.0 1.7 2.3
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONDITIONS---------------------- 7,494 3,801 3,694 2.0 2.2 1.9 3.9 4.1 3.7
INJURIES--------------------------- 54,127 31,516 22,611 14.8 18.3 11.7 28.1 34.0 22.7
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS, 
AND STRAINS--------------------- 15,298 8,447 6,851 4.2 4.9 3.5 8.0 9. 1 6.9
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS---- 5,768 3,150 2,618 1.6 1.8 1.4 3.0 3.4 2.6
SPRAINS AND STRAINS--- - ------- 9,530 5,297 4,233 2.6 3.1 2.2 5.0 5.7 4.3
UPeN WOUNDS AND LACERATIONS-- --- 16,657 10,421 6,236 4.6 6.1 3.2 8.7 11.2 6.3
CUNTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL 
INJURIES------------------------ 9,500 4,885 4,615 2.6 2.8 2.4 4.9 5.3 4.6
' OTHER CURRENT INJURIES---------- 12,672 7,764 4,908 3.5 4.5 2.5 6.6 8.4 4.9
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--------- 47,975 17,799 30,176 13.1 10.3 15.6 24.9 19.2 30.3
DISEASES OF THE EAR------------- 1C,003 5,082 4,921 2.7 3.0 2.5 5.2 5.5 4.9
HEADACHES----------- ‘----------- 4,520 1,671 2,849 1.2 1 . 0 1.5 2.3 1.8 2.9
GENITOURINARY DISORDERS---------- 6,520 740 5,780 1.8 0.4 3.0 3.4 0.8 5.8
DELIVERIES AND DISORDERS OF 
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM--- 3,800 . . • 3,800 1.0 2.0 2.0 . . . 3.8
DISEASES UF THE SKIN------------- 5,236 2,764 2,471 1.4 1.6 1.3 2.7 3.C 2.5
DISEASES OF ThE MUSCULOSKELETAL 
SYSTfcM-- ----------------------- 3,783 1,722 2,062 1 . 0 1 . 0 1.1 2.C 1.9 2.1
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------ 14,113 5,820 8,293 3.9 3.4 4.3 7.3 6.3 8.3
NOTE: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor medical
attention.
N.o.s.—  not otherwise specified; n.e.c.— not elsewhere classified.
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TABLE 2 . INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER TEAR, BY AGE,
SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the relia-
 ^bility of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES---------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS----------
INFLUENZA------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS-------------
INJURIES----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS-------------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES----------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS----------
INFLUENZA------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS-------------
INJURIES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS-------------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES----------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS----------
INFLUENZA------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS----------------
INJURIES----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE 
CONDITIONS-------------
ALL
AGES
UNDER
6 6-16 17-44
45 6 
OVER
ALL
AGES
UNDER
6 6-16 17-44
45 E 
OVER
INCIDENCE
IN
OF ACUTE CONDITIONS 
THOUSANDS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS 
100 PERSONS PER YEAR
PER
365,936 79,541 100,657 118,359 67,379 190.2 335.3 232.6 173.5 117.9
45,526
201,016
12,637
47,023
16,309
56,497
11,340
61,574
5,241
35,923
23.7
104.5
53.3
198.2
37.7
130.5
16.6
90.3
9.2
62.9
138,939 
55* 382
37,185
7.345
39,961
15.339
38,366
21.595
23,428
11.103
72.2
28.8
156.8
31.0
92.3
35.4
56.2
31.7
41.0
19.4
6.695 2,493 1.197 1,612 1,392 3.5 10.5 2.8 2.4 2.4
17,292
54,127
2,951
8,188
4,419
13,300
5,825
21,151
4,097
11,487
9.0
28.1
12.4
34.5
10.2
30.7
8.5
31.0
7.2
20.1
47,975 8,743 10,132 18,470 10.630 24.9 36.9 23.4 27.1 18.6
172.082 41.623 51.900 48.656 29.903 185.4 343.6 236.3 151.3 112.6
21,208
93,314
6,618
23,971
8.442
27,773
4,202
25,520
1,946
16,050
22.9
100.6
54.6
197.9
38.4
126.4
13.1
79.4
7.3
60.4
64,762
25,098
18,578
3,829
19,689
7,431
lt>,134
8,759
10,362
5,079
69.8
27.0
153.4
31.6
89.6
33.8
50.2
27.2
39.0
19.1
3,454 1,564 * * * 3.7 12.9 * *
8,244
31,516
1,957
5.004
2,314
8,350
2,078
12,264
1,896
5,899
8.9
34.0
16.2
41.3
10.5
38.0
6.5
38.1
7.1
22.2
17,799 4,074 5,021 4,593 4,111 19.2 33.6 22.9 14.3 15.5
193,854 37,918 48,757 69,703 37,476 194.7 326.7 228.8 193.3 122.6
24,318
107.702
6,019
23,052
7,867
28.724
7,138
36.054
3,294
19,873
24.4
108.2
51.9
198.6
36.9
134.8
19.8
100.0
10.8
65.0
74,177
30,284
16,607
3,515
20.272
7,908
22,232
12,837
13,066
6,024
74.5
30.4
160.3
30.3
95.1
37.1
61.6
35.6
42.7
19.7
3,240 929 * 985 782 3.3 8.0 * 2.7 2.6
9,048
22,611
994
3,185
2,105
4,950
3,747
8,888
2.201
5,588
9.1
22.7
8.6
27.4
9.9
23.2
10.4
24.6
7.2
18.3
30,176 4,669 5,111 13,877 6,519 30.3 40.2 24.0 38.5 21.3
NOTE: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor med­
ical attention.
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TABLE 3. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of
the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix if]
CONDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTfc CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES--
COMMON CHILDHOOD DISEASES---
THE VIRUS. N.O.S.-----------
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 
DISEASES------------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--
COMMON COLD-----------------
UTHfcR ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS-----------------
INFLUENZA--------------------
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MANIFESTATIONS-------------
OTHER INFLUENZA-------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--
PNEUMONIA------------------
BRONCHITIS------------------
GTHcR ACUTfc RESPIRATORY 
CONDITIONS-----------------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS-
DENTAL CONDITIONS--------------
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER 
GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS,
N.E.C.-----------------------
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONDITIONS-------------------
INJURIES
FRACTURfcS, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AND STRAINS-------------------
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS----
SPRAINS AND STRAINS-----------
OPEN WOUNDS AND LACERATIONS-----
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES----------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITICNS-
DISEASES OF THE EAR-------------
HEADACHES----------------------
GENITOURINARY DISORDERS---------
DELIVERIES AND DISORDERS OF
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM---
DISEASES OF THE SKIN------------
DISEASES OF ThE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY 
IN THOUSANDS
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY 
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
1,378,425 620,153 758,273 716.6 668.3 761.6
182,699 88,475 94,224 95.0 95.3 94.6
61.359 34.699 26,659 31.9 37.4 26.8
75,229 30,877 44,352 3?. 1 33.3 44.5
46,112 22,899 23,212 24.0 24.7 23.3
590.783 266,560 324,223 307.1 287.2 325.7
354,297 162,791 191,506 184.2 175.4 192.4
263,622 124,751 143,872 139.6 134.4 144.5
85,675 38,040 47,635 44. 5 41.0 47.8
186,514 81,479 105,035 97.0 87.8 105.5
27,665 11,011 16,655 14.4 11.9 16.7
158,b49 70,468 88,380 82.6 75.9 88.8
49,972 22,291 27,681 26.0 24.0 27.8
26,409 13,256 13,153 13.7 14.3 13.2
19.966 7.17? 12,794 10.4 7.7 12.9
3,597 1,863 1,734 1.9 2.0 1.7
62,822 27,921 34,902 32.7 30.1 35.1
14,530 3,907 10,623 7.6 4.2 10.7
9,129 4,377 4,752 4.7 4.7 4.6
39,163 19,637 19,526 20.4 21.2 19.6
324,543 171.337 153,206 168.7 184.6 153.9
186,671 97,752 88,919 97.0 1C5.3 89.3
119,116 57,371 61,745 61.9 61.8 62.0
67.555 40,382 27,174 35.1 43.5 27.3
49,656 32,008 17,648 25.8 34.5 17.7
43,179 15,814 27,365 22.4 17.0 27.5
45,036 25,763 19,274 23.4 27.8 19.4
217,578 65,860 151,719 113.1 71.0 152.4
31,021 15,810 15,211 16.1 17.0 15.3
5,018 * 3,617 2.6 * 3.6
32,875 6,653 26,222 17.1 7.2 26.3
35.979 • .  . 35,979 18.7 . . . 36.1
18,693 4,840 13,853 9.7 5.2 13.9
28,894 12,627 16,267 15.0 13.6 16.3
65.^98 24,529 40,569 33.8 26.4 40.7
NOTE: N.o.s.— not otherwise specified; n.e.c.— not elsewhere classified.
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TABIE 4. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
Q)ata are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of
the estimates are given in \npendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix IjQ
CONDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES—
COMMON CHILDHOOD DISEASES----
THE VIRUS# N.O.S.------------
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 
DISEASES--------------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
COMMON COLD------------------
OTHER ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS------------------
INFLUENZA----------------------
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MANIFESTATIONS--------------
OTHER INFLUENZA--------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
PNEUMONIA--------------------
BRONCHITIS-------------------
OTHER ACUTE RESPIRATORY 
CONDITIONS------------------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS-
DENTAL CONDITIONS---------------
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER 
GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS,
N.t.C.-------------------------
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
CONDITIONS---------------------
INJURIES
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AND STRAINS---------------------
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS----
SPRAINS AND STRAINS-----------
OPEN WOUNDS AND LACERATIONS-----
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES------------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS-
DISEASES OF THE EAR--------------
HEADACHES------------------------
GENITOURINARY DISORCERS---------
DELIVERIES AND DISORDERS OF
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM---
DISEASES OF THE SKIN-------------
DISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM--------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY 
IN THOUSANDS
CAYS OF BED DISABILITY 
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
572,171 252,869 319,302 297.4 272.5 32C. 7
85,526 38,827 46,699 44.5 41.8 46.9
23,327 11,994 11,334 12.1 12.9 11.4
38,407 15,576 22,831 20.0 16.8 22.9
23,792 11,257 12,534 12.4 12.1 12.6
283.324 129,501 153,823 147.3 139,5 154.5
152,b21 71,233 81,588 79.4 76.8 82.a
109,999 51,308 58,692 57.2 55.3 59. u
42,822 19,926 22,696 22.3 21.5 23.0
102,016 44,195 57,821 53.0 47.6 58. 1
13,950 5,758 8,193 7.3 6.2 8.2
<36,066 38,437 49,628 45.8 41.4 49.6
28,487 14,072 14,415 14.8 15.2 14.5
16,406 9,743 6,663 8.5 10.5 6.7
10,392 3,637 6,755 5.4 3.9 6.8
1,690 * * 0.9 * *
31,331 15,618 15,713 16.3 16.8 15.G
4,998 * 3,578 2.6 * 3.6
4,190 2,177 2,013 2.2 2.3 2.0
22,143 12,021 10,123 11.5 13.0 10.2
87,264 44,292 42,972 45.4 47.7 43.2
48,950 24,949 24,001 25.4 26.9 24.1
35,811 18,722 17,089 18.6 20.2 17.2
13,139 6,227 6,912 6.8 6.7 6.9
12,358 7,544 4,814 6.4 8.1 4.8
10,557 3,677 6,880 5.5 4.0 6.9
15,398 8,122 7,277 8.0 8.8 7.3
84,726 24,632 60,094 44.0 26.5 60.4
11,295 5,513 5,782 5.9 5.9 5.6
2,300 * 1,578 1.2 * 1.6
16,162 3,250 12,912 8.4 3.5 13.0
16,401 «• • 16,401 8.5 .. • 16.5
5,094 * 4,264 2.6 * 4.3
8,982 4,072 4,909 4.7 4.4 4.9
24,493 10,244 14,248 12.7 11.0 14.3
NOTE: N.o.s.—  not otherwise specified; n.e.c.—  not elsewhere classified.
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TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PER­
SONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
Jcata are baaed cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix 3
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP
ALL
AGES
UNDER
6 6-16 17-44
45 C 
OVER
ALL
AGES
UNDER
6 6-16 17-44
45 S 
OVER
tiurn sexes DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY 
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 1,378,425 202,861 328,895 450,589 396,080 716*6 855.2 759.9 660.5 693.2
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES--------------- 182,699 46,718 71,880 37,716 26,386 95.0 197.0 166.1 55.3 46.2
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS— 590,783 116,031 160,616 163,370 150,766 307.1 489.2 371.1 239.5 263.9
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 354,257 86,654 108,082 85,657 73,905 184.2 365.3 249.7 125.6 129.4
INFLUENZA------------ 186,514 20,170 45,150 63,810 57,385 97.0 85.0 104.3 93.5 100.4
OTHER RESPIRATORY
conditions---------- 49,972 9,207 7,384 13,903 19,477 26.0 38.8 17.1 20.4 34.1
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS------------- 62,822 7,296 11,415 20,178 23,934 32.7 30.8 26.4 29.6 41.9
INJURIES---------------- 324,543 12,148 55,194 135,196 122,004 168.7 51.2 127.5 198.2 213.5
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS------------- 217,578 20,668 29.790 94,129 72,990 113.1 87.1 68.8 138.0 127.8
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 620,153 109,260 167,249 182,601 161,043 668.3 902.0 761.4 567.9 606.2
INFtCTIVE AND PARASITIC 
DISEASES--------------- 88,475 27,232 36,920 13,730 10,593 95.3
0
224.8 168.1 42.7 39.9
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-- 266,560 61,449 77,951 63,531 63,629 287.2 507.3 354.9 197.6 239.5
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 162,791 44,494 53,699 34.129 30.469 175.4 367.3 244.5 106.1 114.7
INFLUENZA------------ 81,479 11,032 21,236 25,652 23,559 87.8 91.1 96.7 79.8 88.7
OTHER KESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 22,291 5»923 3,016 3,751 9,601 24.0 48.9 13.7 11.7 36.1
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS------------- 27,921 4,776 5,460 6,872 10,813 30.1 39.4 24.9 21.4 40.7
INJURIES---------------- 171,337 5,454 33,801 85,169 46,912 184.6 45.0 153.9 264.9 176.6
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS------------- 65,860 10,349 13,117 13,298 29,096 71.0 85.4 59.7 41.4 109.5
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 758,273 93,602 161,645 267,989 235,037 761.6 806.4 758.4 743.0 768.9
INFtCTIVE AND PARASITIC 
DISEASES--------------- 94,224 19,486 34,960 23,985 15,793 94.6 167.9 164.0 66.5 51.7
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-- 324,223 54,582 82,664 99,839 87,137 325.7 470.2 387.9 276.8 285.1
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 191,506 42,160 54,383 51,528 43,435 192.4 363.2 255.2 142.9 142.1
INFLUENZA------------ 105,035 9,138 23,913 38,158 33,826 105.5 78.7 112.2 105.8 110.7
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 27,681 3,284 4,368 10,153 9,876 ■ 27.8 28.3 20.5 28.2 32.3
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIUNS------------- 34,902 2,520 5,955 13.306 13,120 35.1 21.7 27.9 36.9 42.9
INJURIES---------------- 153,206 6,694 21,393 50,028 75,092 153.9 57.7 100.4 138.7 245.6
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS------------- 151,715 10,319 16,673 80,831 43,895 152.4 88.9 78.2 224.1 143.6
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TABLE 6. DATS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
jbata are based on household internews of 'he civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in’ Appendix II]
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP ALLAGES
UNOER
6 6-16 17-44
45 £ 
OVER
ALL
AGES
UNDER
6 6-16 17-44
45 £ 
OVER
BOTH SEXES DAYS OF BED DISABILITY IN THOUSANDS
CAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 
ICO PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 572,171 82,525 152,687 187,243 149,716 297.4 347.9 352.8 274.5 262.0
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES--------------- 85,526 16,235 36,762 19,754 12,775 44.5 68.4 84.9 29.0 22.4
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-- 283,324 49,519 84,950 86,567 62,288 147.3 208.8 196.3 126.9 1C9.U
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 152,821 32,205 53,213 42,128 25,272 79.4 135.8 122.9 61.8 44.2
INFLUENZA------------ 102,016 9,635 27,992 36,625 27,564 53.0 41.5 64.7 53.7 48.2
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 28,487 7,476 3,745 7,814 9,452 14.8 31.5 8.7 11.5 16.5
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS------------- 31,331 3,747 7,235 8,639 11,710 16.3 15.8 16.7 12.7 20.5
INJURIES---------------- 87,264 5,152 11,915 33,306 36,891 45.4 21.7 27.5 48.8 64.6
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS------------- 84,726 7,673 11,824 38,977 26,052 44.0 33.2 27.3 57.1 45.6
HALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 252,869 43,450 75,755 69,839 63,825 272.5 358.7 344.9 217.2 240.3
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES--------------- 38,827 8,982 16,179 6,860 4,806 41.8 74.2 82.8 21.3 18.1
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-- 129,501 27,396 41,583 34,620 25,902 139.5 226.2 189.3 107.7 97.5
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 71,233 17,089 27,288 17,732 9,125 76.8 141.1 124.2 55.1 34.3
INFLUENZA------------ 44,195 5,189 12,660 14,453 11,893 47.6 42.8 57.6 44.9 44.8
OTHER KcSPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- I4,u72 5,119 1,636 2,435 4,883 15.2 42.3 7.4 7.6 18.4
DIGESTIVE SYSTcM
CONDITIONS------------- 15,618 2,475 3,705 3,084 6,354 16.8 20.4 16.9 9.6 23.9
INJURIES---------------- 44,252 1,614 6,528 20,199 15,950 47.7 13.3 29.7 62.8 60.0
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS------------- 24,632 2,983 5,761 5,075 10,813 26.5 24.6 26.2 15.8 40.7
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 319,302 39,075 76,931 117,404 85,892 320.7 336.6 361.0 325.5 281.0
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASES--------------- 46,695 7,253 18,^83 12,894 7,969 46.9 62.5 87.2 35.8 26.1
respiratory conditions— 153,823 22,123 43,367 51,947 36,387 154.5 190.6 2C3.5 144.0 119.0
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 81,588 15,120 25,925 24,396 16,147 82.0 130.3 121.6 67.6 52.8
INFLUENZA------------ 57,821 4,646 15,332 22,172 15,671 58.1 40.0 71.9 61.5 51.3
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS---------- 14.415 2,357 2,109 5.379 4,569 14.5 20.3 9.9 14.9 14.9
DIGESTIVE SYSTcM
CONDITIONS------------- 15.713 * 3,530 5,554 5,356 15.8 * 16.6 15.4 17.5
INJURIES----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
42,972 3,537 5,388 13,107 20,940 43.2 30.5 25.3 36.3 68.5
CONDITIONS------------- 60,094 4,850 6,063 33,902 15,239 60.4 42.1 28.4 94.0 49.9
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TABLE 7. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER
100 CHILDREN 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES,JULY 1966-
JUNE 1967
(Data a n  based on household interviews o f  the Civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and infonnatioa 
on the reliability o f  the estim ates are given in Appendix I. Definitions o f terms are given in Appendix II]
CONDITION GROUP
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL 
IN THOUSANDS
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 
100 CHILDREN PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-------------- 170.609 86.940 83.670 394.2 395.8 392.6
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES-------- 41,954 22,265 19,689 96.9 101.4 92.4
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS------------------ 96,560 48,039 48,521 223.1 218.7 227.7
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---------- 67,273 33,437 33,836 155.4 152.2 158.8
INFLUENZA------------------------------ 26,031 13,218 12,813 60.1 60.2 60.1
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---------- 3,256 * 1,873 7.5 * 8.8
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS------------- 6,439 3,235 3,205 14.9 14.7 15.0
INJURIES--------------------------------- 11.881 7.056 4.825 27.5 32.1 22.6
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS-------------- 13,775 6,345 7,430 31.8 28.9 34.9
ta
TABXE 8 .  DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100 
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY
1966-JU N E 1967
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS'
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES-
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--------— •
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—
INFLUENZA----------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—
DIGcSTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS-----
INJURIES--------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES-
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—
INFLUENZA----------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS-----
INJURIES-------------------------
ALL OTHcR ACUTE CONDITIONS------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—
INFLUeNZA----------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS-----
INJURIES-------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS------
AGES- 
17 £ OVER
17-44 45 £ 
OVER
ALL 
AGES- 
17 £ OVER
17-44 45 £ 
OVER
DAYS LOST FROM WORK
DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 
100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYED
IN THOUSANDS PERSONS PER YEAR
234,129 140,333 93,799 312.4 311.9 313.3
19,290 12,464 , 326 25.7 27.7 22.8
94,400 54.575 39,825 126.0 121.3 133.0
44,293 26,435 17,858 59.1 58.8 59.6
40,828 23,614 17,214 54.5 52.5 57.5
9,279 4 » 526 4,753 12.4 10.1 15.9
10,650 4,786 5,864 14.2 10.6 19.6
73,883 46,825 27,058 98.6 104.1 90.4
35,905 21,660 14,225 47.9 48.2 47.5
143,318 82,318 61,000 301.4 289.7 318.7
12.107 7.325 4,782 25.5 25.8 25.0
57,218 31,801 25,416 120.3 111.9 132.8
25,240 14,740 10,500 53.1 51.9 54.9
25,900 14,227 11,673 54.5 50.1 61.0
6,077 2,834 3,243 12.8 10.0 16.9
6,284 1,931 4,352 13.2 6.8 22.7
52,627 35,632 16,996 110.7 125.4 88.8
15,082 5,628 9,454 31.7 19.8 49,4
90,810 58,011 32.799 331.6 349.8 303.6
7,183 5,139 2,045 26.2 31.0 18.9
37,182 22,774 14,408 135.8 137.3 133.4
19,053 11,695 7,358 69.6 70.5 68.1
14,926 9,367 5,541 54.5 56.6 51.3
3,201 1,692 1,510 11.7 10.2 14.0
4,367 2,854 1,512 15.9 17.2 14.0
21,256 11,193 10,063 77.6 67.5 93.2
20,823 16,051 4,771 76.0 96.8 44.2
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TABLE 9 .  NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PERSONS WITH ONE OR MORE CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY SEX AND AGE:
UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JU N E  1 9 6 7
(buta are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]
TOTAL
POPULATION 
IN THOUSANDS
PERSONS WITH ONE OR MORE
Ch r o n i c c o n d i t i o n s
NUMBER IN 
THOUSANDS
PERCENT OF 
POPULATION
192,359 96,035 49.9
67,001 15,564 23.2
23,074 10,286 44.6
45,149 26,713 59.2
39,270 28,112 71.6
17,865 15,361 86.0
92,802 45,235 48.7
34,080 8,379 24.6
10,641 4,720 44.4
21,515 12,276 57.1
18,806 13,248 70.4
7,761 6,613 85.2
99,557 50,800 51.0
32,921 7,185 21.8
12,433 5,566 44.8
23,634 14,437 61.1
20,465 14,863 72.6
10,104 8,748 86.6
SEX AND AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES-------------
UNDER 17 YEARS-------------
17-24 YEARS----------------
25-44 YEARS----------------
45-64 YEARS----------------
65 L OVER YEARS------------
HALE
ALL AGES-------------
UNDeR 17 YEARS-------------
17-24 YEARS----------------
25-44 YEARS----------------
45-64 YEARS-----------------
65 L OVER YEARS------------
FEMALE
ALL AGES-------------
UNDER 17 YEARS-------------
17-24 YEARS----------------
25-44 YEARS----------------
45-64 YEARS----------------
65 0 OVER YEARS------------
NOTE: F o r  o f f i c i a l  p o p u l a t i o n  e s t i m a t e s  f o r  m o re  g e n e r a l  u s e , s e e  B u r e a u  o f  t h e  C e n s u s  r e p o r t s  
o n  t h e  c i v i l i a n  p o p u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s ,  i n  C u r r e n t  P o p u l a t i o n  R e p o r t s :  S e r i e s  P - 2 0 ,  P - 2 5  
a n d  P - 6 0 .
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TABLE 1 0 . NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED AND NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY
CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JU N E 1967
(Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix ij]
SEX AND AGE TOTAL
CLAj o
MOVING
MOTOR
VEHICLE
ViHILE
AT
WCRK
HOME OTHER
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES----------------
UNDER 6 YEARS----------- ------
6-16 YEARS---------------------
17-44 YEARS--------------------
45-64 YEARS--------------------
65 6 OVER YEARS---------------
HALE
ALL AGES----------------
UNDER 6 YEARS-----------------
6-16 YEARS---------------------
17-44 YEARS--------------------
45-64 YEARS-------------------
66 £ OVER YEARS---------------
FEMALE
ALL AGES----------------
UNDeR 6 YEARS-----------------
6-16 YEARS--------------------
17—44 YcARS-------------------
45-64 YEARS-------------------
65 L OVcK YEARS---------------
BOTh SEXES
ALL AGcS----------------
u n d e r 6 y e a r s-----------------
6-16 YEARS--------------------
17-44 YEARS-------------------
45-64 YEARS-------------------
65 £ OVER YEARS---------------
MALE
ALL AGES----------------
UNDER 6 YEARS-----------------
6-16 YEARS--------------------
17-44 YEARS-------------------
45-64 YEARS-------------------
65 £ OVER YEARS---------------
FEMALE
ALL AGcS----------------
UNDER 6 YEARS-----------------
6-16 YEARS--------------------
17-44 YEARS-------------------
45-64 YEARS-------------------
65 £ OVER YEARS---------------
NUMBER CF PERSONS INJURED IN THOUSANDS
51,824 3,535 10,304 22,647 17,448
8 ,049 * • • 0 5,493 2,291
12,927 * .. • 5,589 7, 133
20,094 2 ,3 5 3 6,983 6, 580 5,40 8
8,078 * 3,137 3,094 1,970
2,676 * * 1,891 *
30,503 1,554 9,163 10,-988 10,728
4,969 * • • • 3,436 1,381
8,140 * • • • 3,398 4,7G9
11,866 1 ,0 5 2 6,017 2,639 3,286
4,704 * 2,961 976 1,168
825 * * * *
21,320 1,981 1,141 11,659 6,720
3,081 * • • • 2,057 91C
4,787 * • • • 2, 190 2,424
8,228 1 ,3 0 1 966 3,941 2,122
3,374 * * 2,118 8C2
1,851 * * 1,354 *
NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 
PERSONS PER YEAR
26.9 l.E 5.4 11.8 9.1
33.9 * ... 23.2 9.7
29.9 * • • • 12.9 -16.5
29.5 3 .4 10.2 9.6 7.9
20.6 * 8.0 7.9 5.0
15.0 * * 10.6 *
32.9 1.7 9.9 11.8 11.6
41.0 * • • • 28.4 11.4
37.1 * • • • 15.5 21.4
36.9 3 .3 18.7 8.2 10.2
25.0 * 15.7 5.2 6.2
10.6 * * * *
21.4 2.0 1.1 11.7 6.7
26.5 * * • • 17.7 7.8
22.5 * • • • 10.3 11.4
22.8 3 .6 2.7 10.9 5.9
16.5 * * 10.3 3.9
18.3 * * 13.4 *
_ NOTE: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activ­
ity nor medical attention. The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than
the total because the classes are not mutually exclusive.
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TABLE 1 1 . DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURY1 AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JU N E 1967
(Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix if]
SEX AND AGE TOTAL
BOTH SEXES
CLASS OF ACCIDENT
MOVING
MOTOR
VEHICLE
WHILE
AT
WORK
HOME
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS
OTHER
ALL AGES-
UNDER 6 YEARS—
6—16 YEARS-----
17-44 YEARS----
46-64 YEARS----
66 £ OVER YEARS
MALE
ALL AGcS------
UNDER 6 YEARS-------
6-16 YEARS----------
1/-44 y e a r s---------
45-64 y e a r s---------
63 L OVER YEARS-----
FEMALE 
ALL AGES-------
UNDER 6 YEARS--------
6—16 YEARS-----------
17-44 YEARS----------
45-64 YeARS----------
65 L OVER YEARS------
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES-
UNDER 6 YEARS —  
6-lb YEARS-----
i7 - 4 4  y e a r s----
45-64 YEARS----
65 £ OVER YEARS
MALE
ALL AGES------
UNDER 6 YEARS —
6-ib YEARS-----
17-44 YeARS----
45-64 Year s----
63 L OVER YEARS
FEMALE 
ALL AGES-------
under 6 years------------
5“16 YtAKS-----------
17-44 YeARS----------
4D-64 YeARS----------
63 il CVfcrt YEARS------ 1
584,396 120,024 159,680 176,461 162,708
11,194 1,575 . . . 5,669 4,516
59,127 3,622 * * * 19,389 36,215
227,313 66 *47 5 80,524 40,933 55,367
172,519 35,783 64 t 464 51,847 33,412
114,243 12,568 14,692 58,624 33,198
314 * 40 6 59,002 131,897 52,040 98,220
5,990 ... 2,499 2,955
36,083 1,862 •  . . 11,094 23,127
138,920 32,127 66,856 12,673 39,994
94,054 18,271 52,439 12,882 20,597
39,359 6,206 12,602 12,893 11,547
269,990 61,023 27,782 124,421 64,488
5,2C4 * . . . 3,169 1,561
23,044 1,760 •  • • 8,295 13,088
88,392 34,348 13,668 28,260 15,373
78,465 17,513 12,025 38,965 12,815
74,884 6,363 2,090 45,731 21,651
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER ICO
PERSONS PER YEAR
COff)
S
k 62.4 83.0 91.7 84.6
47.2 . \ • . . 23.9 19.0
136.6 8.4 ... 44.8 83.7
333.2 97.4 118.0 60.0 81.2
439.3 91.1 164.2 132.0 85.1
639.5 70.3 82.2 328.2 185.8
338.6 63.6 142.1 56.1 1C5.8
49. 5 <*•*> • . . 20.6 24.4
164.3 8.5 . . . 50.5 105.3
432.0 99.9 207.9 39.4 124.4
500.1 97.2 278.8 68.5 1C9. 5
507.1 80.0 162.4 166. 1 148.8
2.71 • 2. 61.3 27.9 125.0 64.8
44.8 « . . 27.3 13.4
106.1 8.3 • • . 38.9 61.4
245.1 95.2 37.9 78.4 42.6
383.4 85.6 58.8 190.4 62.6
741.1 63.0 20.7 452.6 214.3
1I n c l u d e s  d i s a b i l i t y  d a y s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  c u r r e n t  i n j u r i e s  a n d  im p a i r m e n ts  d u e  t o  i n j u r y .
NOTE: The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than the total because
the classes are not mutually exclusive.
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TABLE 1 2 . DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURY1 AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PER­
SONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JU N E 1967
|Bata are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are' given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix ij]
StX AND AGE TOTAL
CLASS OF ACCIDENT
MOVING
MOTOR
VEHICLE
WHILE
AT
WORK
HOME OTHER
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES-----------
UNDER 6 YEARS------------
6-16 YEARS---------------
17-44 YEARS--------------
45-64 Y CARS--------------
65 £ OVER YEARS----------
MALE
ALL AGES-----------
UNDER 6 YEARS------------
6-16 YEARS---------------
17-44 YEARS---------- 1---
45-64 YEARS--------------
65 £ OVER YEARS----------
FEMALE
ALL AGES-----------
UNDER 6 YEARS------------
6-16 YEARS---------------
17-44 YEARS--------------
45-64 YtARS--------------
65 £ OVER YEARS----------
BUTH SEXES
ALL AGES-----------
UNDER 6 YEARS------------
6-16 YEARS---------------
17-44 YtARS--------------
45-64 YEARS--------------
65 £ OVER YEARS----------
MALE
ALL AGES-----------
UNDER 6 YEARS----------- -
6-16 YEARS---------------
17-44 YEARS--------------
45-64 YEARS--------------
65 £ OVER YEARS----------
FEMALE
ALL AGES-----------
UNDER 6 YEARS------------
6-16 YEARS-----■----------
17-44 YEARS--------------
45-64 YEARS--------------
65 £ OVER YEARS----------
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY IN THOUSANDS
148,231
4,368
12,177
52,227
45,697
33,764
76,903
2,150 
6,106 
28,962 
25,561 
14,124
71,329
2,219
6,071
23,265
20,135
19,639
77.1
18.4
26.1
76.6
116.4
189.0
82.9
17.7
27.8 
90.1
135.9
182.0
71.6
19.1
28.5
64.5 
98.4
194.4
33,315
*
1,693
17,055
9,771
3,627
15,301
*
*
7,788
4,883
1,585
18,014
*
*
9,267
4,887
2,043
37,608
17,283
15,822
4,503
31,098
13,373
13,223
4,503
6,510
3,910
2,599
*
46,124
1,659
3,906
8,733
14,737
17,088
13,442
*
2,042
1,604
4,615
4,720
32,682
*
1,865 
7. 130 
10,122 
12,368
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 
PERSONS PER YEAR
17.3
*
3.9
25.0
24.9
20.3
16.5
*
*
24.2
26.0
20.4
18.1
*
*
25.7
23.9
20.2
19.6
25.3
40.3 
25.2
33.5
41.6
70.3
58.0
6.5
1 0 . 8
12.7
*
24.0
7.0
9.0 
1 2 . 8  
37.5 
95.7
14.5
*
9.3
5.0
24.5
60.8
32.8
*
8 . 8
19.8
49.5
122.4
40,240
2,106
6,577
12,625
9,621
9,311
23,659
*
3, 555 
8,945 
6,188 
3,820
16,580
*
3,023
3,680
3,433
5,491
20.9
8.9
15.2
18.5
24.5 
52.1
25.5
*
16,2
27.8
32.9 
49.2
16.7
*
14.2
10.2  
16.8 
54.3
1I n c l u d e s  d i s a b i l i t y  d a y s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  c u r r e n t  i n j u r i e s  a n d  im p a i r m e n ts  d u e  t o  i n j u r y .
NOTE: The sum of data for the four classes of accidents m a y  be greater than the total because
the classes are not mutually exclusive.
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TABLE 1 3 .  NUMBER OF DISCHARGES FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100  PERSONS
PER YEAR, NUMBER OF HOSPITAL DAYS, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES,
JULY 1966-JU N E 1967
|bata are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix if]
NOTE: T h e s e  s t a t i s t i c s  a r e  b a s e d  on  d a t a  c o l l e c t e d  i n  h e a l t h  i n t e r v i e w s .  T h ey  w i l l  d i f f e r  
f ro m  t h o s e  r e p o r t e d  b y  t h e  H o s p i t a l  D i s c h a r g e  S u rv e y  b e c a u s e  o f  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  p o p u l a t i o n  c o v e r e d  
a n d  t y p e s  o f  h o s p i t a l s  i n c l u d e d .
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TABLE 1 4 .  DAYS OF DISABILITY AND DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED
STATES, JULY 1 9 6 6 -JUNE 1967
(Data ate based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix Ilj
RESTRICTED- BED-
ocX AND AGE ACTIVITY DISABILITY WORK-LOSS
DAYS DAYS DAYS 1
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES'
UNDER 17 YEARS-
17-24 YEARS----
25-44 YEARS----
45-64 Ye a r s----
65 £ OVER YE..RS
MALE
ALL AGES----------
UNDER 17 YEARS------------
17-24 YEARS---------------
25-44 YEARS---------------
45-64 YtARS---------------
65 t OVER YEARS----------
FEMALE
ALL AGES------------
UNDER 17 YEARS-------------
17-24 YEARS----------------
25-44 YtARS----------------
45-64 YEARS----------------
65 & OVER YEARS-----------
BOTh SEXES
ALL AGES'
u n d e r 17 y e a r s-
17-24 YEARS----
25-44 YEARS----
45-64 YEARS----
6o £ OVER YEARS
MALE
ALL AGES----------
UNDER 17 YEARS------------
17-24 YtARS---------------
25-44 YEARS---------------
45-64 YEARS---------------
65 & OVER YEARS----------
FEMALE
ALL AGES------------
Ui.OER 17 YEARS-------------
17-24 YtARS----------------
25-44 YEARS----------------
45-64 YEARS----------------
65 £ OVER YEARS-----------
DAYS OF DISABILITY IN THOUSANDS
2,953,836 1,080,619 401,069
641,629 287,149 • • •
222,513 95,599 54,334
621,663 215,355 150,370
839,851 270,522 175,585
628,180 211,993 20,781
1,311,271 450,160 253,289
332,818 144,425 . . . .
91,807 33,694 27,273
241,537 74,115 91,669
399,507 117,354 118,867
245,602 80,573 15,481
1,642,565 630,458 147,780
308,811 142,725 9 9 •
130,706 61,905 27,061
380,127 141,240 58,702
440,344 153,168 56,718
382,578 131,420 5,300
DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR
15.4 5.6 5.4
9.6 4.3 •> • •
9.6 4.1 3.9
13.8 4.8 4.8
21.4 6.9 6*6
35.2 11.9 6.3
14.1 4.9 5.3
9.8 4.2 • • •
8.6 3.2 3.5
11.2 3.4 4.4
21.2 6.2 7.0
31.6 10.4 7.0
16.5 6.3 5.4
9.4 4.3 • • •
10.5 5 . C 4.5
16.1 6.0 5.6
21.5 7.5 5.8
37.9 13.0 4.8
i W ork l o s s  r e p o r t e d  f o r  c u r r e n t l y  e m p lo y e d  p e r s o n s  a g e d  17 y e a r s  a n d  o v e r .
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TABLE 15. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CHILD 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEAR,
BY SEX: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
|Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and infor­
mation on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. definitions of terms are given in Appendi: t i n
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THOUSANDS 
195,06211 98,4311 96,630
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS PER CHILD PER YEAR
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS 4.5 4.5 4.5
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TABLE 1 6 .  NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN V IS IT S  AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN V IS IT S  PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE
AND SEX: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JU N E  19 6 7
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]
Sex A l la g e s
U n d e r 1 5 - 2 4 2 5 -4 4 4 5 - 6 4 6 5 - 7 4
15  y e a r s y e a r s y e a r s y e a r s y e a r s
75  y e a r s  
a n d  o v e r
Number of physician visits in thousands
Both sexes
M a l e -
Female'
8 3 1 ,0 7 7 2 2 3 ,1 1 8 1 2 0 ,7 7 0 1 9 6 ,9 8 2 1 8 2 ,9 7 1 6 8 ,1 0 9 3 9 ,1 2 7
3 5 3 ,4 6 1
4 7 7 ,6 1 6
1 1 7 ,3 2 1
1 0 5 ,7 9 7
4 4 ,1 2 6
7 6 ,6 4 3
6 9 ,8 8 2
1 2 7 ,1 0 0
8 0 ,2 1 5
1 0 2 ,7 5 7
2 8 ,0 8 5
4 0 ,0 2 4
1 3 ,8 3 1
2 5 ,2 9 6
Number of physician visits per person per year
Both sexes
M a l e -
Female'
4 . 3 3 .7 4 . 0 4 . 4 4 .7 6 .0 6 .0
3 .8 3 .8 3 .1 3 .2 4 .3 5 .6 5 .1
4 . 8 3 .6 4 . 8 5 .4 5 . 0 6 .3 6 .7
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[Data arc* hast'd on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, genera! qualifications, and information on the 
reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms given in Appendix lfj
Table 17. NUMBER OF PERSONS AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCORDING
TO SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
Sex and age Totalpopulation
Time interval since last physician visit
Under 6 
months
6-11
months
1
year
2-4
years
5+
years Never Unknown
Both sexes Number of persons in thousands
All ages---- ------ - ----------- 192,359 103,017 27,981 26,304 22,548 8,922 1,120 2,467
Under 15 years----------------------- 59,894 31,430 9,857 9,174 6,502 1,677 709 547
15-24 years-------------------------- 30,180 16,296 4,836 4,167 3,185 1,028 198 469
25-44 years— ----- ------------------- 45,149 23,811 6,549 6,445 5,605 2,019 82 638
45-64 years-------------------------- 39,270 20,703 4,921 4,911 5,228 2,819 86 602
65 years and over-------------------- 17,865 10,778 1,817 1,607 2,029 1,379 * 212
Male
All ages--------- ------------- 92,802 46,507 13,920 13,565 12,112 4,670 584 1,444
Under 15 years----------------------- 30,478 16,210 5,050 4,554 3,256 792 335 280
15-24 years-------------------------- 14,243 6,963 2,479 2,172 1,714 504 114 297
25-44 years— ----- ------------------- 21,515 9,734 3,200 3,519 3,318 1,247 64 434
45-64 years-------------------------- 18,806 9,159 2,373 2,557 2,860 1,471 * 336
65 years and over--- ----------------- 7,761 4,441 818 762 965 656 * 98
Female
All ages------------------------ 99,557 56,510 14,060 12,740 10,437 4,251 536 1,023
Under 15 years----------------------- 29,416 15,219 4,807 4,620 3,246 885 374 267
15-24 years-------------------------- 15,937 9,333 2,357 1,995 >1,471 524 84 173
25-44 years-------------------------- 23,634 14,077 3,349 2,926 2,288 771 * 204
45-64 years-------------------------- 20,465 11,544 2,548 2,354 2,368 1,348 it 266
65 years and over-------------------- 10,104 6,336 999 845 1,064 723 ☆ 114
Both sexes Percent distribution
All ages--- -------------------- 100.0 53.6 14.5 13.7 11.7 4.6 0.6 1.3
Under 15 years----------------------- 100.0 52.5 16.5 15.3 10.9 2.8 1.2 0.9
15-24 years-------- ------------------ 100.0 54.0 16.0 13.8 10.6 3.4 0.7 1.6
25-44 years— — ----------------------- 100.0 52.7 14.5 14.3 12.4 4.5 0.2 1.4
45-64 years— ------------------------- 100.0 52.7 12.5 12.5 13.3 7.2 0.2 1.5
65 years and over-------------------- 100.0 60.3 10.2 9.0 11.4 7.7 * 1.2
Male
All ages---- ------------------- 100.0 50.1 15.0 14.6 13.1 5.0 0.6 1.6
Under 15 years----------------------- 100.0 53.2 16.6 14.9 10.7 2.6 1.1 0.9
15-24 years--------------- ---------- 100.0 48.9 17.4 15.2 12.0 3.5 0.8 2.1
25-44 years--— ---- ----------------- 100.0 45.2 14.9 16.4 15.4 5.8 0.3 2.0
45-64 years-----— -------------------- 100.0 48.7 12.6 13.6 15.2 7.8 * 1.8
65 years and over--- *----- ---------- 100.0 57.2 10.5 9.8 12.4 8.5 * 1.3
Female
All ages----------------------- 100.0 56.8 14.1 12.8 10.5 4.3 0.5 1.0
Under 15 years------- -------- ------- 100.0 51.7 16.3 15.7 11.0 3.0 1.3 0.9
15-24 years--— ---------------------- 100.0 58.6 14.8 12.5 9.2 3.3 0.5 1.1
25-44 years— -— --------------------- 100.0 59.6 14.2 12.4 9.7 3.3 A 0.9
45-64 years----- ------------------ - 100.0 56.4 12.5 11.5 11.6 6.6 * 1.3
65 years and over--------- - ---------- 100.0 62.7 9.9 8.4 10.5 7.2 it 1.1
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TABLE 1 8 .  POPULATION USED IN  COMPUTING ANNUAL RATES SHOWN IN  THIS PUBLICATION, BY SEX AND AGE:
UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JU N E 1967
(Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are' given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix Il|
NOTE: F o r  o f f i c i a l  p o p u l a t i o n  e s t i m a t e s  f o r  m o re  g e n e r a l  u se ,  s e e  B u re a u  o f  t h e  C e n su s  r e p o r t s  
o n  t h e  c i v i l i a n  p o p u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s ,  i n  C u r r e n t  P o p u l a t i o n  R e p o r t s :  S e r i e s  P - 2 0 ,  P -2 5  
a n d  P - 6 0 ;  a n d  B u re a u  o f  L a b o r  S t a t i s t i c s  m o n th ly  r e p o r t ,  E m p lo y m en t a n d  E a r n i n g s .
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TABLE 19. INCIDENCE OF ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS AND ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AND AGE:
UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
[Data are baaed on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are
given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are Given in Appendix U)
Sex and age
All acute conditions Acute respiratory conditions
July-Sept.
1966
Oct.-Dec. 
1966
Jan. -Mar. 
1967
Apr.-June 
1967
July-Sept.
1966
Oct.-Dec. 
1966
Jan. -Mar. 
1967
Apr.-June 
1967
Both sexes Number of conditions per 100 persons per quarter
All ages-*------------------- 34.9 52.3 60.8 42.2 14.0 31.4 38.5 20.6
Under 6 years-------*------ — ------ 62.8 96.3 101.8 74.6 28.6 63.6 66.0 40.2
6-16 years--— 38.7 67.3 74.6 51.9 16.0 40.5 47.7 26.2
17-44 years---------------------- 34.4 44.5 56.0 38.6 13.6 25.5 34.1 17.1
45 years and over-----— — — --— — 20.8 31.9 39.3 25.9 6.8 18.1 25.4 12.5
Male
All ages-— — — — --— — — -— 34.0 51.6 58.0 41.8 13.3 30.0 37.4 19.8
Under 6 years--- ---------------- 67.9 94.0 103.1 78,6 27.5 61.9 68.1 40.3
6-16 years----------------------- 39.5 68.0 73.4 55.3 15.6 38.1 47.3 25.4
17-44 years---------------------- 29.6 41.2 47.1 33.4 12.2 23.2 28.8 15.1
45 years and over--— — — — — - 19.3 31.1 38.0 24.1 6.3 17.0 25.4 11.7
Female
All ages-------------------- 35.7 52.9 63.5 42.6 14.7 32.7 39.6 21.3
Under 6 years--— ---------------— 57.5 98.7 100.3 70.4 29.7 65.2 63.8 40.0
6-16 years-— --— — -— — — — — — 38.0 66.5 75.9 48.3 16.4 43.0 48.2 27.0
17-44 years--— — --— -— -— — — — 38.7 47.4 63.9 43.2 14.8 27.6 38.7 18.8
45 years and over---------— — --- 22.1 32.6 40.4 27.5 7.3 19.0 25.3 13.3
NOTE: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
Figure I. Incidenceof a ll  acute conditions and acute respira tory conditions per loo persons per quarter.
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TABLE 20, NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX, AGE, AND CLASS OF ACCIDENT: UNITED STATES. JULY
1966-JUNE 1967
[Bata are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are
given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix lfj
Age and class of accident
Both sexes Male Female
July-
Sept,
1966
Oct, -
Dec.
1966
Jan.-
Mar.
1967
Apr.-
June
1967
July-
Sept.
1966
Oct. - 
Dec.
1966
Jan. - 
Mar.
1967
Apr,-
June
1967
July-
Sept.
1966
Oct. -
Dec.
1966
Jan.-
Mar.
1967
Apr,-
June
1967
Age Number of persons injured per 100 persons per qcarter
All ages— 7.0 6.2 6.4 7.3 8.8 8.1 7.0 9.1 5.4 4.5 5.9 5.7
Under 6 years-— ..-................. 8.3 6.7 8.3 10.7 11.3 7.3 9.4 13.1 5.3 6.0 7,2 8,26-16 years----- ■— -— ---- ------ -•— 8.2 7.4 6.2 8.1 9.9 9.3 7.1 10.8 6,4 5.5 5,2 5.3
17 years and over-— — — -— — -— — 6.4 5.7 6.2 6.4 7.8 7.7 6.5 7.6 5.1 3.8 5.9 5.3
Class of accident
All classes— ------------------ 7.0 6,2 6.4 7.3 8.8 8.1 7.0 9.1 5.4 4.5 5.9 5.7
Moving motor vehicle— -------------- 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.3 0,3 0.3 0.6 0.8While at vork---— --— -------------- 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.4 2.7 2.2 2.4 2.6 0.3 0.3 0,2 0.4Home--------------------- .---------- 3.1 2.8 2.7 3.2 3.3 3.2 2.0 3.3 3.0 2.3 3.4 3.1Other— — -— ------ ----- ---- ------ 2.4 2.1 2.2 2.4 3.0 2.7 2.6 3.3 1.9 1.5 1.8 1.5
NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
The sum of the rates for the four classes of accidents may be greater than the total because the classes are not 
mutually exclusive.
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
Figure 2. Persons in jured per 100 persons per quarter, by class o f accident.
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TABLE 21* DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER QUARTER, BY SEX, TYPE OF DISABILITY, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1966-JUNE 1967
{Data aro based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are
given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix n]
Type of disability and age
Both sexes Male Female
July-
Sept.
1966
Oct.-
Dec,
1966
Jan. -
Mar.
1967
Apr. - 
June
1967
July-
Sept.
1966
Oct. -
Dec.
1966
Jan. -
Mar.
1967
Apr.-
June
1967
July-
Sept.
1966
Oct. -
Dec.
1966
Jan. -
Mar.
1967
Apr.-
June
1967
Days of restricted activity Days of disability per person per quarter
All ages--*--------------*-----— — 3.3 3.9 4.3 3.9 3.0 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.7 4.0 4.7 4.1
Under 6 years-------------------------- 1.7 2.9 3.1 2.3 1.8 3.0 3.4 2.5 1.6 2.7 2.8 2.2
6-16 years----------------------------- 1.7 2.6 2.9 2.3 1.5 2.6 2.8 2.4 1.8 2.5 3.0 2.1
17-44 years---------------------------- 2,8 3.0 3.5 3.1 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.7 3.3 3.3 4.1 3.5
45-64 years--------------------------— 4.8 5.4 5.6 5.6 4.7 5.5 5.6 5.4 4.9 5.3 5.6 5.7
65 years and over---------------------- 8.5 8.5 9.1 9.0 7.7 8.0 7.5 8.4 9.1 8.9 10.4 9.4
Days of bed disability
All ages------------------------- 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.4 0.9 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 1„6
Under 6 years-------------------------- 0.7 1.1 1.3 1.0 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.0 0.-7 1.1 1.3 1.0
6-16 years----------------------------- 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.0 0.6 1.2 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.4, 1.0
17-44 years---- ---------------------- 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.1 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.4 1.7 1.3
45-64 years---------------------------- 1.4 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.1 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.7 2.0 1.8 2.0
65 years and over--------------------- 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.6 3.0 2.6 2.1 3.0 3.0 3.3 3.7
Days of work loss, 17+ years
All ages, 17+ years------------- i.i 1.4 1.6 1.3 i.i 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.3
17-44 years---------------------------- 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.3 1.5 1.3
45-64 years---------------------------- 1.4 1.6 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.7 1.4
65 years and over-.................— 0.8 1.7 2.1 1.7 0.7 2.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 2.3 0.8
School-loss days, 6-16 years---- 0.2 1.4 1.7 1.2 0.2 1.3 1.6 1.4 0.2 1.5 1.8 i.i
1961 (962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
Figure 3. D is a b ility  days per person per quarter, by type o f d is a b il i ty  and sex.
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APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is  one of a series of statistical reports 
prepared by the National Health Survey. It is  based on 
information collected in a continuing nationwide sample 
of households in the Health Interview Survey, a major 
part of the program.
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a question­
naire which, in addition to personal and demographic 
characteristics, obtains information on illn esses , inju­
ries , chronic conditions and impairments, and other 
health topics. As data relating to each of these various 
broad topics are tabulated and analyzed, separate re ­
ports are issued which cover one or m ore of the spe­
cific topics. The present report is  based on the consoli­
dated sample for 52 weeks of interviewing ending June 
1967.
The population covered by the sample for the Health 
Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitutional popula­
tion of the United States living at the time of the inter­
view. The sample does not include members of the 
Armed Forces, U.S. nationals living in foreign coun­
tries, or crews of v esse ls . It should also be noted that 
events experienced during the 2-week period covered 
by the survey by persons who were not living at the 
time of the household interview are excluded.
Statistical Design of the 
Health Interview Survey
G en era l p la n .— The sampling plan of the survey 
follows a multistage probability design which permits a 
continuous sampling of the civilian population of the 
United States. The first stage of this design consists of 
drawing a sample of 357 from about 1,900 geographically 
defined primary sampling units (PSU's) into which the 
United States has been divided. A PSU is  a county, a 
group of contiguous counties, or a standard metropoli­
tan statistical area. _
With no loss in general understanding, the remain­
ing stages can be combined and treated in this d iscus­
sion as an ultimate stage. Within PSU's, then, ultimate 
stage units called segments are defined in such a man­
ner that each segment contains an expected nine house­
holds. A segment consists of a cluster of neighboring 
households or addresses. Two general types of seg­
ments are used: (1) area segments which are defined 
geographically, and (2) B segments which are defined 
from a lis t  of addresses from the Decennial Census 
and Survey of Construction. Each week a random sam ­
ple of about 90 segments is  drawn. In the approximately 
800 households in these segments, household members 
are interviewed concerning factors related to health.
Since the household members interviewed each week 
are a representative sample of the population, samples 
for successive weeks can be combined into larger sam ­
ples. Thus the design permits both continuous m eas­
urement of characteristics of high incidence or preva­
lence in the population and, through the larger consoli­
dated sam ples, more detailed analysis of less common 
characteristics and sm aller categories. The continuous 
collection has administrative and operational advantages 
as well >as technical assets since it perm its field work 
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
S am ple  s i z e  and g e o g ra p h ic  d e ta i l .—The national 
sample plan for the 12-month period ending in June in­
cluded about 134,000 persons from 42,000 households 
in about 4,700 segments.
The overall sample was designed in such a fashion 
that tabulations can be provided for each of the major 
geographic regions and for urban and rural sectors of 
the United States.
C o lle c tio n  o f  d a ta .—Field operations for the house­
hold survey are performed by the Bureau of the Census 
under specifications established by the National Center 
for Health Statistics. In accordance with these specifi­
cations the Bureau of the Census se lects the sample, 
conducts the field interviewing as an agent of the-Cen­
ter, and performs a manual editing and coding of the 
questionnaires. The Health Interview Survey, using 
Center electronic computers, carries out further editing 
and tabulates the edited data.
E s tim a tin g  m e th o d s .—Each statistic produced by 
the survey—for example, the number of bed-disability 
days occurring in a specified period—is the result of 
two stages of ratio estimation. In the first of these, the 
control factor is the ratio of the 1960 decennial popula­
tion count to the 1960 estimated population in the 
National Health Survey's first-stage sample of PSU's. 
These factors are applied for some 25 color-residence 
cla sses .
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Later, ratios of sample-produced estim ates of the 
population to official Bureau of the Census figures for 
current population in about 60 age-sex-color classes  
are computed and serve as second-stage factors for 
ratio estimating.
The effect of the ratio-estim ating process is to 
make the sample more closely representative of the 
population by age, sex, color, and residence, thus re ­
ducing sampling variance.
As noted, each week's sample represents the pop­
ulation living during that week and characteristics of 
this population. Consolidation of samples over a time 
period, say a calendar quarter, produces estim ates of 
average characteristics of the U.S. population for that 
calendar quarter. Similarly, population data for a year 
are averages of the four quarterly figures.
For statistics measuring the number of occur­
rences during a specified time period, such as the in­
cidence of acute conditions, a sim ilar computational 
procedure is used, but the statistics are interpreted 
differently. For these item s, the questionnaire asks 
for the respondent's experience over the 2 calendar 
weeks prior to the week of interview. In such instances 
the estimated quarterly total for the statistic is  simply 
6.5 times the average 2-week estim ate produced by 
the 13 successive samples taken during the period. The 
annual total is the sum of the four quarters. Thus, the 
experience of persons in te rv ie iv e d  du rin g  a  y e a r —ex­
perience which actually occurred for each person in a' 
2-calendar-week interval prior to week of interview—is  
treated as though it measured the total of such experi­
ence d u rin g  the y e a r .  Such interpretation leads to no 
significant bias.
General Qualifications
N o n re sp o n se .—Data were adjusted for nonresponse . 
by a procedure which imputes to persons in a household 
which was not interviewed the characteristics of per­
sons in households in the same segment which were in­
terviewed. The total noninterview rate was 5 percent—
1 percent was refusal, and the remainder was primarily 
due to the failure to find any eligible household respond­
ent after repeated trials.
The in te rv ie w  p r o c e s s .—The statistics presented 
in this report are based on replies secured in inter­
views of persons in the sampled households. Each per­
son 19 years of age and over, available at the time of 
interview, was interviewed individually. Proxy respond­
ents within the household were employed for children 
and for adults not available at the tim e of the interview, 
provided the respondent was closely related to the per­
son about whom information was being obtained.
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic 
and other information collectedinhouseholdinterviews. 
For diagnostic information, the household respondent 
can, at best, pass on to the interviewer only the infor­
mation the physician has given the family. For con­
ditions not medically attended, diagnostic information 
is often no more than a description of symptoms. How­
ever, other facts, such as the number of disability days 
caused by the condition, can be obtained m ore accurate­
ly from household members than from any other source 
since only the persons concerned are in a position to 
report this information.
R ounding  o f  n u m b e rs .—The original tabulations on 
which the data in this report are based show all e s ti­
mates to the nearest whole unit. All consolidations 
were made from the original tabulations using the e s ­
timates to the nearest unit. In the final published tables 
the figures are rounded to the nearest thousand, al­
though these are not necessarily  accurate to that de­
tail. Devised statistics, such as rates and percent d is­
tributions, are computed after the estim ates on which 
these are based have been rounded to the nearest 
thousand.
P o p u la tio n  f ig u r e s .—Some of the published tables 
include population figures for specified categories. Ex­
cept for certain overall totals by age and sex, which 
are adjusted to independent estim ates, these figures are 
based on the sample of households in the National 
Health Survey. These are given primarily to provide 
denominators for rate computation and for this purpose 
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying 
m easures of health characteristics than other population 
data that may be available. In some instances these 
will permit users to recombine published data into 
c la sses more suitable to their specific needs. With 
the exception of the overall totals by age and sex men­
tioned above, the population figures differ from corre­
sponding figures (which are derived from different 
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of the Cen­
sus. For population data for general use, seethe official 
estim ates presented in Bureau of the Census reports in 
the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the estim ates are based on a sample, they 
will differ somewhat from the figures that would have 
been obtained if a complete census had been taken using 
the same schedules, instructions, and interviewing per­
sonnel and procedures. As in any survey, the results 
are also subject to measurement error.
The standard error is  prim arily a measure of 
sampling variability, that is , the variations that might 
occur by chance because only a sample of the popula­
tion is  surveyed. As calculated for this report, the 
standard error also reflects part of the variation which 
arises in the measurement process. It does not include 
estim ates of any biases which might lie  in the data. The 
chances are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate'from  
the sample would differ from a complete census by le ss  
than the standard error. The chances are about 95 out
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of 100 that the difference would be le ss  than twice the 
standard error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be 
le ss  than 2H times as large.
The relative standard error of an estim ate is  ob­
tained by dividing the standard error of the estim ate by 
the estim ate itse lf and is  expressed as a percentage of 
the estim ate. Included in this Appendix are charts from  
which the relative standard errors can be determined 
for estim ates shown in the report. In order to derive 
relative errors which would be applicable to a wide 
variety of health statistics and which could be prepared 
at a moderate cost, a number of approximations were 
required. As a result, the charts provide an estimate 
of the approximate relative standard error rather than 
the precise error for any specific aggregate or per­
centage.
Three c la sses of statistics for the health survey 
are identified for purposes of estimating variances.
N a rro w  ra n g e .— This class consists of (1) statis­
tics which estim ate a population attribute, e .g ., the num­
ber of persons in a particular income group, and (2) 
statistics for which the measure for a single individual 
for the period of reference is  usually either 0 or 1, 
on occasion may take on the value 2, and very rarely 3.
M ediu m  ra n g e .—This class consists of other sta­
tistics for which the measure for a single individual for 
the period of reference will rarely lie  outside the range 
0 to 5.
W ide ra n g e ,— This class consists of statistics for 
which the measure for a single individual for the period 
of reference frequently will range from 0 to a number in 
excess of 5, e .g ., the number of days of bed disability 
experienced during the year.
In addition to classifying variables according to 
whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-range, 
statistics in the survey are further defined as:
Type A .— Statistics on prevalence and incidence 
data for which the period of reference in 
the questionnaire is 12 months.
T yp e B .— Incidence-type statistics for which the 
period of reference in the questionnaire 
is  2 weeks.
T yp e C . ~  Statistics for which the reference period 
is  6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to 
data contained in this report are presented.
G en era l r u le s  f o r  d e te rm in in g  r e la t iv e  sa m p lin g  
e r r o r s .—The "guide" on page 31, (together with the fol­
lowing rules, will enable the reader to determine ap­
proximate relative standard errors from the charts for 
estim ates presented in this report.
Rule 1. E s tim a te s  o f  a g g re g a te s :  Approximate r e l­
ative standard errors for estim ates of ag­
gregates such as the number of persons 
with a given characteristic are obtained 
from appropriate curves on pages 32-35. 
The number of persons in the total U.S, 
population or in an age-sex class of the 
total population is  adjusted to official Bu­
reau of the Census figures and is  not sub­
ject to sampling error.
Rule 2. E s tim a te s  o f  p e rc e n ta g e s  in  a  p e r c e n t d i s ­
tr ib u tio n : Relative standard errors for 
percentages in a percent distribution of a 
total are obtained from appropriate curves 
on page 36. For values which do not fall on 
one of the curves presented in the chart, 
visual interpolation will provide a satis­
factory approximation.
Rule 3. E s tim a te s  o f  r a te s  w h ere  the n u m e ra to r  is  
a s u b c la s s  o f  th e  den o m in a to r: (Not re ­
quired for statistics presented in this 
report.)
Rule 4 . E s tim a te s  o f  r a te s  w h ere  the n u m era to r  is  
not a  su b c la s s  o f  the d en om in a tor: This 
rule applies where a unit of the numera­
tor often occurs more than once for any 
one unit in the denominator. For example, 
in the computation of the number of per­
sons injured per 100 currently employed 
persons per year, it is  possible that a per­
son in the denominator could have su s­
tained more than one of the injuries in­
cluded in the numerator. Approximate 
relative standard errors for rates of this 
kind may be computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total 
U.S. population or includes all per­
sons in one or more of the age-sex  
groups of the total population, the 
relative error of the rate is  equiva­
lent to the relative error of the nu­
merator which can be obtained direct­
ly from the appropriate chart.
(b) In other cases, obtain the relative 
standard error of the numerator and 
of the denominator from the appro­
priate curve. Square each of these 
relative errors, add the resulting 
values, and extract the square root of 
the sum. This procedure will result in 
an upper bound and often will overstate 
the error.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifies the appropriate 
curve to be used in estimating the relative standard 
error of the statistic described. The four components 
of each code describe the statistic as follows: (1)
A=aggregate, P=percentage; (2) the number of ca l­
endar quarters of data collection; (3) the type of the sta­
tistic as described on page 30; and (4) the range of the 
statistic as described on pagei30.
Statistic
Use:
Rule Code on page
Number of
Persons in the U.S. population, or total
number in any age-sex category-------------------- Not subject to sampling error
Persons in any other population group-------------- 1 A4AN 32
Acute conditions:
Per quarter-— ------------------------------------ 1 A1BN 33
Per year----— ------------------------------------- 1 A4BN 32
Persons with 1+ chronic conditions------------------ 1 A4AN 32
Persons injured---- -------------------------------- 1 A4BN 32
Hospital discharges--------------------------------- 1 A4CN 34
Physician visits------- ---------------------------- 1 A4BM 32
Disability days:
Per quarter-------------------- ------------------- 1 A1BW 35
Per year------------------------------------------- 1 A4BW 32
Rates per 100 persons:
Acute conditions:
Per quarter---------------------------------------- 4(a) A1BN 33
Per year--- --------------------------------------- 4(a) A4BN 32
Persons injured------------------------------------- 4(a) A4BN 32
Hospital discharges------ -— ■— ------------------- 4(a) A4CN 34
Disability days:
Per quarter---------------------------------------- 4(a) A1BW 35
Per year----- ------------------------------------- 4(a) A4BW 32
Percentage distribution of:
Persons with 1+ chronic conditions----------------- 2 F4AN-M 36
Persons by interval since last physician visit1----- 2 P4AN-M 36
Physician visits per person per year------------------ 4(a) A4BM 32
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R ela tiv e  standard  e r ro rs  fo r  aggregates "based on fo u r q u a rte rs  o f  d a ta  c o l le c tio n
fo r  da ta  o f a l l  types and ranges
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a 
Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent, 
(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of 
2,000,000). For a Wide range Type B statistic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has 
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 percent of 6,000,000).
32.
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data for type B data,
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 6,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a 
Narrow range Type B statistic has a relative standard error of 19.3 percent, read from 
scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 1,158,000 (19.3 percent of 6,000,000).
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on four quarters of data collection for
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 1,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a 
Narrow range type C statistic (code: A4CN) has a relative standard error of 7.1 percent, 
read from scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 71,000 (7.1 percent of 
1 ,000 ,000) .
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data collection for type
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 20,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a 
wide range type B statistic has a relative standard error of 16.0 percent, read from scale 
at left side of chart, or a standard efror of 3,200,000 ( 16.0 percent of 20,000,000).
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Relative standard errors for percentages "based on four quarters of data collection 
for type A data, Narrow and Medium range 
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
Estimated percentage
T i s m 0f ufle of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at "bottom of chart) "based on
an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 3.2 percent (read frem the 
scale at the left side of the chart),the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 
intersects the vertical line for 20 percent. She standard error in percentage points is 
equal to 20 percent X 3.2 percent or 0 .6 k  percentage points.
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APPENDIX II
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
C on dition .—A morbidity condition, or simply a con­
dition, is any entry on the questionnaire which describes 
a departure from a state of physical or mental w ell­
being. It results from a positive response to one of a 
series of "illness-recall" questions. In the coding ai.l 
tabulating process conditions are selected or c la ss i­
fied according to a number of different criteria, such 
as whether they were medically attended; whether they 
resulted in disability; whether they were acute or chron­
ic; or according to the type of d isease, injury, impair­
ment, or symptoms reported. For the purposes of each 
published report or set of tables, only those conditions 
recorded on the questionnaire which satisfy certain 
stated criteria are included.
Acute conditions are classified  by type according 
to the International Classification of D iseases, 1955 Re­
vision, with certain modifications adopted to make the 
code more suitable for a household-interview-type 
survey.
A cu te  co n d itio n .— An acute condition is  defined as 
a condition which has lasted le ss  than 3 months and 
which has involved either medical attention or re ­
stricted activity. Because of the procedures used to e s ­
timate incidence, the acute conditions included in this 
report are the conditions which had their onset during 
the 2 weeks prior to the interview week and which in­
volved either medical attention or restricted activity 
during the 2 -week period. However, it excludes cer­
tain conditions which are always classified  as chronic 
(listed below) even though the onset occurred within 
3 months prior to week of interview.
Conditions always classified  as chronic:
Asthma 
Hay fever 
Tuberculosis 
Chronic bronchitis 
Repeated attacks of sinus 
trouble
Rheumatic fever 
Hardening of the arteries 
High blood pressure 
Heart trouble 
Stroke
Trouble with varicose veins 
Hemorrhoids or piles 
Tumor, cyst, or growth 
Chronic gallbladder or 
liver trouble
Stomach ulcer 
Any other chronic 
stomach trouble 
Kidney stones or chronic 
kidney trouble 
Arthritis or rheumatism  
Mental illness  
Diabetes
Thyroid trouble or goiter 
Any allergy 
Epilepsy
Chronic nervous trouble 
Cancer
Chronic skin trouble 
Hernia or rupture 
Prostate trouble
Deafness or serious 
trouble with hearing 
Serious trouble with se e ­
ing, even when wearing 
glasses  
Cleft palate 
Any speech defect 
M issing fingers, hand, or 
arm—toes, foot, or leg  
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind 
Repeated trouble with 
back or spine 
Club foot
Permanent stiffness or 
deformity of the foot, 
leg, fingers, arm, or 
back
Condition present since 
birth
C ondition  g r o u p s .— Conditions are classified  ac­
cording to the International Classification of D iseases, 
1955 Revision, with certain modifications adopted to 
make the code more suitable for a household-interview  
survey. In this report, all tables which have data c la s­
sified by type of condition employ a 5-category re ­
grouping plus several selected subgroups. The Inter­
national Classification code numbers included in each 
category are shown below.
Tnt.frmntlonal C la s s i f ic a tio n
C ondition Groups Code Humber (excluding
chronic  In clu sio n s)
In fe c tiv e  and p a ra s i t i c  d ise a s e s - -------——— 021-133
Common childhood d ise a se s——— —— ——  055,035-037, 039
The v i ru s ,  II.G.S— — —— — — —------- . . .
O ther in fe c tiv e  and p a ra s i t i c  d ise a se s—  021-055 ,  057-034, 093, 090-138 
R esp ira to ry  co n d itio n s— — —— —— —  470-501, 511, 517-525, 527, 783
Upper re s p ira to ry  c o n d itio n s— —— . —  
C o r s ic a  co ld — — —— —— — —
Other acu te  upper re s p ira to ry  
c o n d itio n s— — — —— — ——
In flu en za ----------------------------------------------—
In flu en za  w ith  d ice  s tiv e  
m an ifes ta tio n s— — — — — —— —
Other in flu e n za --------——--------- ——--------
O ther r e s p ira to ry  co n d itio n s———— ——
Pneumonia——— — —— — — —
B ro n c h itis— ------- — -------—— -----------—
Other acute  re s p ira to ry  co n d itio n s— —
47Cw475, 511, 517 
470
471-475, 511, 517
480-433
432
480, 481, 483
490-501, 518-525, 527, 783
490-493
500, 501
518-525, 527, 783
D ioestive system conditions. 530-539, 543-553, 570, 571, 573­
587, 784, 785
D ental co n d itio n s— — — — — — —  530-535
F unctiona l arid symptomatic upper 
G a s tro in te s t in a l  d iso rd e rs ,  I7.E.C———— 544, 784
O ther d ig es tiv e  system co n d itio n s— — —  536-539, 543, 545-S53, 570, 571,
573-587, 735
I n ju r ie s _____________________________________ 7TS004I335, IT390-II335, 7J3004I394,
11995-11999
F ra c tu re s , d is lo c a tio n s ,  s p ra in s , and 
s t r a in s —— — — —— — — —— ———
F ra ctu res  and d is lo c a tio n s — —————
Sprains and s t r a in s — — — — — —
Open vounds and la c e ra t io n s —— — ———
Contusions and s u p e r f ic ia l  in ju r ie s — —  
Oth?r c u rre n t in ju r ie s —— ——— —— —
irsoo-ms
I78GG47833 
178404:343 
1737041835, 
1791047929 
I7S50478S9,
IISS047335,
7793047994,
7790041308
7799647999
A ll o th e r  acu te  condition: A ll  o th e r  acute  code numbers
D iseases o f the  e a r— —— — — —— 390-333, 7 a l.3
Headaches—— —— — — — — —  791
G enitourinary  d iso rd e rs— — — —  590-637, 785, 789
D e liv e r ie s  and d iso rd e rs  o f  pregnancy 
and the  puerperium— — — — - — 640-689
D iseases o f  th e  sk in — —— —— —  690-716
D iseases o f  the  m u scu loskele ta l system------ 726-743, 787
A ll o th e r  acu te  co n d itio n s— ——— — — Other acu te  code numbers
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Terms Relating to Chronic Conditions
C o n d itio n .—A morbidity condition, or simply a 
condition, is  any entry on the questionnaire which de­
scribes a departure from a state of physical or mental 
well-being. It resu lts from a positive response to one 
of a series of "illness-recall'' questions. In the coding 
and tabulating process conditions are selected or c la s­
sified according to a number of different criteria, such 
as whether they were medically attended; whether they 
resulted in disability; whether they were acute or chron­
ic; or according to the type of d isease, injury, impair­
ment, or symptom reported. For the purposes of each 
published report or set of tables, only those conditions 
recorded on the questionnaire which satisfy certain 
stated criteria are included.
Conditions, except impairments, are coded by type 
according to the International Classification of D iseases  
with certain modifications adopted to make the code 
m ore suitable for a household-interview-type survey.
C h ron ic  co n d itio n .— A condition is  considered to be 
chronic if (1) it is  described by the respondent in terms 
of one of the chronic d iseases on the "Check List of 
Chronic Conditions" or in term s of one of the types of 
impairments on the "Check List of Impairments," or 
(2) the condition is  described by the respondent as 
having been first noticed more than 3 months before 
the week of the interview.
I m p a ir m e n ts .—Impairments are chronic or per­
manent defects, usually static in nature, resulting from  
disease, injury, or congenital malformation. They rep­
resent decrease or loss of ability to perform various 
functions, particularly those of the musculoskeletal 
system  and the sense organs. All impairments are c la s­
sified by means of a special supplementary code for 
impairments. Hence, code numbers for impairments in 
the International Classification of D iseases are not used. 
In the Supplementary Code, impairments are grouped 
according to type of functional impairment and etiology.
P e r s o n s  w ith  ch ro n ic  c o n d itio n s .—The estimated 
number of persons with chronic conditions is based on 
the number of persons who at the time of the interview  
were reported to have one orjn ore chronic conditions.
P r e v a le n c e  o f  c o n d itio n s .—In general, prevalence 
of conditions is  the estimated number of conditions of 
a specified type existing at a specified time or the av­
erage number existing during a specified interval of 
tim e. The prevalence of chronic conditions is  defined 
as the number of chronic cases reported to be present 
or assumed to be present at the time of the interview; 
those assumed to be present at the time of the inter­
view are cases described by the respondent in terms 
of one of the chronic d iseases on the "Check List of 
Chronic Conditions" and reported to have been present 
at some time during the 12-month period prior to the 
interview.
O n se t o f  co n d itio n .— A condition is  considered to 
have had its onset when it was first noticed. This could
be the tim e the person first felt sick or became in­
jured, or it could be the time when the person or his 
family was first told by a physician that he had a con­
dition of which he was previously unaware.
In c id en ce  o f  c o n d itio n s .—The incidence of con­
ditions is  the estimated number of conditions having 
their onset in a specified tim e period. As previously 
mentioned, minor acute conditions involving neither 
restricted activity nor medical attention are excluded 
from the sta tistics. The incidence data shown in some 
reports are further limited to various subclasses 
of conditions, such as "incidence of conditions in­
volving bed disability."
A c t iv i t y - r e s t r i c t in g  co n d itio n .— An activity-re­
stricting condition is  a condition which has caused 
at least 1 day of restricted activity during the 2 
calendar weeks before the interview week. (See def­
inition of "Restricted-activity day,") The incidence of 
acute activity-restricting conditions is  estimated from 
the number of such conditions reported as having 
started in the 2-week period, but a condition which 
did not result in restricted activity until after the end 
of the 2-week period in which it had its onset is not 
included.
B e d -d is a b li t tg  co n d itio n .— A condition involving at 
least 1 day of bed disability is  called a bed-disabling 
condition. (See definition of "Bed-disability day.") The 
incidence of acute bed-disabling conditions is  defined 
in a manner analogous to the incidence of acute activity- 
restricting conditions.
M e d ic a lly  a tte n d e d  co n d itio n .—A condition is con­
sidered medically attended if a physician has been 
consulted about it either at its onset or at any time 
thereafter. Medical attention includes consultation either 
in person or by telephone for treatment or advice. Ad­
vice from the physician transmitted to the patient 
through the nurse is  counted as well as v isits to phy­
sicians in clinics or hospitals. If during the course of 
a single v isit the physician is  consulted about more than 
one condition for each of several patients, each con­
dition of each patient is  counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child's condition by the physician 
and a responsible member of the household are con­
sidered as medical attention even if the child was not 
seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition, the term "phy­
sician" includes doctors of medicine and osteopathic 
physicians.
Terms Relating to Persons Injured
In ju ry  c o n d itio n .— An injury condition, or simply an 
injury, is  a condition of the type that is classified  ac­
cording to the nature of injury code numbers (N800- 
N999) in the International Classification of D iseases. In 
addition to fractures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and 
so forth, which are commonly thought of as injuries, this 
group of codes includes: effects of exposure, such as
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sunburn; adverse reactions to immunization and other 
medical procedures; and poisonings. Unless otherwise 
specified, the term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain m ore than one injury in 
a single accident, e.g ., a broken leg and laceration of 
the scalp, the number of injury conditions may exceed 
the number of persons injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include only 
those injuries which involved at least 1 full day of re ­
stricted activity or medical attendance.
P e rso n  in ju re d .—A person injured is  one who has 
sustained one or more injuries in an accident or in some 
type of nonaccidental violence. (See definition of "Injury 
condition" above.) Each time a person is  involved in an 
accident or in nonaccidental violence causing injury that 
results in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or 
medical attention, he is  included in the statistics as a 
separate "person injured"; hence, one person may be 
included more than once.
The number of persons injured is  not equivalent to 
the number of "accidents" for several reasons: (1) the 
term "accident" as commonly used may not involve in­
jury at all; (2) more than one injured person may be in­
volved in a single accident so that the number of acci­
dents resulting in injury would be le ss  than the number 
of persons injured in accidents; and (3) the term "ac­
cident" ordinarily im plies an accidental origin, whereas 
"persons injured" as used in the National Health Survey 
includes persons whose injury resulted from certain 
nonaccidental violence.
The number of persons injured in a specified time 
interval is always equal to or le ss  than the incidence of 
injury conditions, since one person may incur more than 
one injury in a single accident.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident
C la s s  o f  a cc id e n t. — Injuries, injured persons, and 
resulting days of disability may be grouped according 
to c la ss of accident. This is  a broad classification of 
the types of event which resulted in persons being in­
jured. Most of these events are accidents in the usual 
sense of the word, but some are other kinds of mishap, 
such as overexposure to the sun or adverse reactions to 
medical procedures, and others are nonaccidental vio­
lence, such as attempted suicide. The c la sses of acci­
dents are: (1) moving m otor-vehicle accidents, (2) acci­
dents occurring while at work, (3) home accidents, and 
(4) other accidents. These categories are not mutually 
exclusive. For example, a person may be injured in a 
moving m otor-vehicle accident which occurred while the 
person was at home or at work. The accident class  
"motor vehicle" includes "home-motor vehicle" and 
"while at work-motor vehicle." Similarly, the classes  
while at work and home include duplicated counts, e.g ., 
motor vehicle-while at work is  included under "while 
at work."
M o to r -v e h ic le  a c c id e n t.— The cla ss of accident is  
"motor vehicle" if  a motor vehicle was involved in any 
way. Thus, it is  not restricted to moving motor vehicles 
or to persons riding in motor vehicles. A motor vehicle 
is any mechanically or electrically powered device, not 
operated on ra ils, upon which or by which any person 
or property may be transported or drawn upon a land 
highway. Any object, such as a trailer, coaster, sled, 
or wagon, being towed by a motor vehicle is  considered 
a part of the motor vehicle. Devices used solely for 
moving persons or m aterials within the confines of a 
building and its prem ises are not counted as motor 
vehicles.
M ovin g  m o to r  v e h ic le .— The accident is  classified  
as "moving motor vehicle” if at least one of the motor 
vehicles involved in the accident was moving at the 
time of the accident.
N on m ovin g  m o to r  v e h ic le .—The accident is  c la ss i­
fied as "nonmoving motor vehicle" if the motor vehicle 
was not moving at the time of the accident.
A c c id e n t w h ile  a t  w o rk .—The class of accident is  
"while at work" if the injured person was 17 years of 
age or over and was at work at a job or a business at 
the time the accident happened.
H om e a c c id e n t.—The cla ss of accident is  "home" 
if  the injury occurred either inside the house or outside 
the house. "Outside the house" refers to the yard, 
buildings, and sidewalks on the property. "Home" in­
cludes not only the person’s own home but also any 
other home in which he might have been when he was 
injured.
O th e r .—The class of accident is  "other" if  the 
occurrence of injury cannot be classified  in one or more ' 
of the first three class-of-accident categories. This 
category therefore includes persons injured in public 
places (e.g ., tripping and falling in a store or on a pub­
lic  sidewalk), and also nonaccidental injuries such as 
homicidal and suicidal attempts. The survey does not 
cover the m ilitary population, but current disability of 
various types resulting from prior injury occurring 
while the person was in the Armed Forces is  covered 
and is  included in this c lass. The cla ss also includes 
mishaps for which the cla ss of accident could not be 
ascertained.
Terms Relating to Disability
D is a b i l i ty .—  Disability is  the general term used to 
describe any temporary or long-term reduction of a 
person's activity as a result of an acute or chronic 
condition. ■
Disability days are classified  according to whether 
they are days of restricted activity, bed-days, work- 
lo ss days, or school-loss days. All days of bed disa­
bility are, by definition, days of restricted activity. 
The converse form of this statement is , of course, not 
true. Days lost from work and days lost from school
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are also days of restricted activity for the working and 
school-age populations. Hence, restricted activity is  
the m ost inclusive term used in describing disability 
days.
C o n d itio n -d a ys  o f  r e s t r i c te d  a c tiv i ty ,  b e d  d is a b il­
i t y ,  e t c .— Condition-days of restricted activity, bed 
disability, and so forth are days of the various forms 
of disability associated with any one condition. Since 
any particular day of disability may be associated with 
m ore than one condition, the sum of days for all con­
ditions adds to more than the total number of person- 
days of disability.
R e s tr ic te d - a c t i v i t y  d a y .—A  day of restricted ac­
tivity is  one on which a person substantially reduces 
the amount of activity normal for that day because of 
a specific illness or injury. The type of reduction 
varies with the age and occupation of the individual as 
well as with the day of the week or season of the year. 
Restricted activity covers the range from substantial 
reduction to complete inactivity for the entire day.
B e d -d is a b il i ty  d a y .—A day of bed disability is  one 
on which a person stays in bed for all or m ost of the 
day because of a specific illness or injury. It is  con­
sidered to be a day only if the period of bed disability 
includes m ore than half of the daylight hours. All hos­
pital days for inpatients are considered to be days of 
bed disability even if the patient was not actually in 
bed at the hospital.
W o r k - lo s s  d a y .—A day lost from work is  anormal 
working day on which a person did not work at his job or 
business because of a specific illness or injury. If the 
person's regular work day is  le s s  than a whole day and 
the entire work day was lost, it would be counted as a 
whole work day lost. The number of days lost from work 
is  determined only for persons 17 years of age or over 
who reported that at any tim e during the 2-week period 
covered by the interview they either worked at or had a 
job or business. (See "Currently employed persons.")
S c h o o l- lo ss  d a y .—A day lost from school is  anor­
mal school day on which a child did not attend school 
because of a specific illness or injury. The number of 
days lost from school is  determined only for children 
6-16 years of age.
P e r s o n - d a y s  o f  r e s t r i c te d  a c tiv i ty ,  b ed  d is a b il i ty ,  
e tc .— Person-days of restricted activity, bed disability, 
and so forth are days of the various forms of disability 
experienced by any one person. The sum of days for all 
persons in a group represents an unduplicated count of 
all days of disability for the group.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
H o sp ita l d is c h a rg e .— A  hospital discharge is  the 
completion of any continuous period of stay of one or 
m ore nights in a hospital as an inpatient, except the 
period of stay of a w -il, newborn infant. A hospital 
discharge is  recorded whenever a present member 
of the household is  reported to have been discharged 
from a hospital in the 12-month period prior to the 
interview week. (Estimates were based on discharges 
which occurred during the 6-month period prior to the 
interview.)
H o s p ita l.—For this survey a hospital is  defined 
as any institution meeting one of the following cr i­
teria: (1) named in the listing of hospitals in the 
current Guide Issue of H o sp ita ls , the Journal of 
the American Hospital Association; (2) named in the 
listing of hospitals in the Directories of the American 
Osteopathic Hospital Association; or (3) named in the 
annual inventory of hospitals and related facilities sub­
mitted by the States to the Division of Hospital and 
Medical Facilities of the U.S. Public Health Service in 
conjunction with the Hill-Burton program.
H o sp ita l o w n e rsh ip .— Hospital ownership is  a c la s­
sification of hospitals according to the type of organi­
zation that controls and operates thehospital. The cate­
gory to which an individual hospital is assigned and the 
definition of these categories follows the usage of the 
American Hospital Association.
T yp e o f  h o sp ita l s e r v i c e .—Type of hospital serv­
ice is  a classification of hospitals according to the pre­
dominant type of cases for which they provide care. 
The category to which an individual hospital is  a s­
signed and the definition of these categories follows 
the usage of the American Hospital Association.
S h o r t-s ta y  h o sp ita l .— A short-stay hospital is  one 
for which the type of service is  general; maternity; 
eye, ear, nose, and throat; children's; osteopathic hos­
pital; or hospital department of institution.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
P h y s ic ia n  v i s i t .— A  physician visit is defined as 
consultation with a physician, in person or by telephone, 
for examination, diagnosis, treatment, or advice. The 
visit is considered to be a physician visit if the service  
is  provided directly by the physician or by a nurse or 
other person acting under a physician's supervision. 
For the purpose of this definition "physician" includes
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doctors of medicine and osteopathic p
term "doctor" is used in the intervie,., *____
"physician," because of the need to keep to popular 
usage. However, the concept toward which all instruc­
tions are directed is that which is  described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a m ass 
basis are not included in the tabulations. A service r e ­
ceived on a m ass basis is defined as any service in­
volving only a single test (e.g., test for diabetes) or a 
single procedure (e.g., smallpox vaccination) when this 
single service was administered identically to all per­
sons who were at the place for this purpose. Hence, 
persons passing through a tuberculosis chest X-ray 
trailer, by this definition, are not included as physician 
visits. However, a special chest X-ray given in a physi­
cian's office or an outpatient clinic is  considered a 
physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are not in­
cluded.
If a physician is called to the house to see more 
than one person, the call is considered a separate physi­
cian visit for each person about whom the physician was 
consulted.
A physician visit is  associated with the person about 
whom the advice was sought, even if that person did not 
actually see or consult the physician. For example, if a 
mother consults a physician about one of her children, 
the physician visit is ascribed to the child.
In te rv a l s in c e  la s t  p h y s ic ia n  v i s i t . —The interval 
since the last physician visit is  the length of time prior 
to the week of interview since a physician was last con­
sulted in person or by telephone for treatment or advice 
of any type whatever. A physician visit to a hospital in­
patient may be counted as the last time a physician was 
seen.
Demographic Terms
A g e .—The age recorded for each person is the age 
at last birthday. Age is recorded in single years and 
grouped in a variety of distributions depending upon the 
purpose of the table.
reported that at any tim e during the 2-week perioa 
covered by the interview they either worked at. or had 
a job or business. Current employment includes paid 
work as an employee of someone else, self-employment 
in business, farming, or professional practice, and un­
paid work in a family business or farm. Persons who 
were temporarily absent from their job or business be­
cause of a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad 
weather are considered as currently employed if they 
expected to work as soon as the particular event causing 
their absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered as currently 
employed if they had a definite arrangement with one or 
more employers to work for pay according to a weekly 
or monthly schedule, either full time or part time. Ex­
cluded from the currently employed are such persons 
who have no definite employment schedule but work 
only when their services are needed.
Also excluded from the currently employed pop­
ulation are (1) persons receiving revenue from an enter­
prise in whose operation they did not participate, (2) 
persons doing housework or charity work for which they 
receive no pay, and (3) seasonal workers during the
portion of the year they were not working, (4) persons 
who were not working, even though having a job or 
business, but were on layoff or looking for work.
The number of currently employed persons e s ti­
mated by the National Health Survey (NHS) will differ 
from the estim ates prepared by the Current Population 
Survey (CPS), Bureau of the Census, for several 
reasons. In addition to sampling variability they include 
three primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) NHS 
estim ates are for persons 17 years ofageor over; CPS 
estim ates are for persons 14 years of age or over. (2) 
NHS uses a 2-week-reference period, while CPS uses 
a 1-week-reference period. (3) NHS is  a continuing 
survey with separate samples taken weekly, while CPS 
is a monthly sample taken for the survey week which in­
cludes the 12th of the month.
■O o  O '
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--------------------- n w w i n g  u i  w e  d & s i c  questionnaire used in the nationwide household survey
of the U.S. National Health Survey. The actual questionnaire is  designed for a household as a unit and includes additional 
spaces for reports on more than one person, condition, accident, or hospitalization. Such spaces are omitted in this illustration.
NOTICE * A ll information which would permit identification of the individual w ill beheld in strict confidence, w ill be used only by persons engaged 
inond for the purposes of the survey, and w ill not be disclosed or released to others for any purposes.
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P E O P L E  TO  L IV E  IN ■ E IT H E R  O CCU PIED  OR VACANT?
□  Y e s  'F ill Table X Q  N o
Item ^ J Q  R u r a l — A tk  item s 11 and 12  Q  A11 other ( 1 ) —  Go to 13
"i i7 "do You" 6wn“or rent'  this" place?" ~"
Q O w n  —  Ask 12a  Q  R ent — <4s4 12b  f~ l Rent F re e  —  dsir 12a
12a. DOES TH IS  P L A C E  H AVE 10 OR MORE A C R E S ? ............................ | □  Y « s - J . i  J 2.
b. DOES T H E  P L A C E  YOU R EN T  H AVE 10 OR MORE A C R E S ? .. 1 □  No. j , k  I 2 i
t .  DURING T H E  PA ST 12 MONTHS DID S A LE S  O F  CROPS,
I  □  Y e s  (2)
L IV E S T O C K , AND O TH ER  FARM PRODUCTS FROM
TH IS  P L A C E  AMOUNT TO  SSO OR M O R E?....................................'  □  N ° (A)
1  DURING T H E  PA ST 12 MONTHS DID S A LE S  O F CROPS, i [ - )  Y e s  <3) 
L IV E S T O C K , AND O TH ER  FARM PRODUCTS FROM " Z  
TH IS P L A C E  AMOUNT TO J2S0 OR M O R E?................................. '  □  No (5)
i Z ip  Code
2 c . S P E C IA L  DW ELLIN G  P L A C E  • Nome and Sample Number
Nome Sample No.
4a. SAM PLE C ircle One  B -38  B -39  B-40 B-41 B-42 B-43
T Y P S U  “ “  “  “ “ “
B r i le  in  and  marft
5a. SEGM EN T NUMBER
K r i t e  in  a n d  m a rt
b. SEG . T Y P E  C i r c l e - * -  A  B  P  L S D P
6. S E R IA L  NUMBER
Write in and mark
7 . S P E C IA L  DW ELLIN G P L A C E  -T y p e  and Code Mark type  code
Typ e Code
6. NONINTERW EW  REASON
/ /  *other* marked 
describe in footnote  
soace.
Type A
Ret
c
NCH
O
7A OTH
o  o
Type B o o o  o  o
o
Alter
Typ e  C o O C  O
9 . T Y P E  O F LIV IN G  JU A R tE R S
Mark one c ircle
Hotting Unit Crh»r Unit
12e. LAN D USAGE
Mark code from hem L or 12c or 12d
13. HOW MANY ROOMS A R E  IN’TH IS  -  -  f l M T j ?
COUNT T H E  K ITC H EN  BU T NOT T H E  BATHROOM.
14. HOW MANT BEDROOMS A R E  IN TH IS  -  -  < m T ) f
If  'None* ie tc r ib e  in footnote t No. of Bedrooms
15. WHAT IS T H E  T E LE P H O N E  NUMBER H ER E?
t r i te  in and mark
16. IN T ER V IEW ER  C H EC K  ITEM ! Check questions 22a-22d & 23c on pages 4 &
Is a Nome Care Supplement required?——
H  Y e s  'F i l l  Home Care Supplement 
C l  No * L eave Thank You L etter  and depart
17. RECO RD O F  C A LL S  A T  HOUSEHOLD
D A T E  AND 
T IM E  OF 
C A L L
Date
T im e
L E N G T H  OF 
IN T E R V IEW
ITEMS 18-23 ARE TO BE FILLED AFTER THE INTERVIEW
18. NUMBER OF C A L L S  A T  HOUSEHOLD
19. D A T E  O F COM PLETION
£ n le r  from item 17
Jon O Apr C  July O Ott O 
Month Fab o  «ay G Aug O Nov C  
Her O June C  Sept C  Oec 0
Day
20O .N AM E O F  O B S E R V E R  1/206 marked “Y es’ 20b. WAS TH IS  IN TERV IEW  O BSERV ED ?
2 1 o .IN T E R V IE W E R  NAME »,i<e-ii 21b. IN TER V IEW ER  NUMBER
22. ID EN TIF IC A TIO N  CODE NO.
Mark from lab o f  Segment folder
23. REG IO N AL O F F IC E  NUMBER
W ASHINGTON U SE
B o o k  N u m b e r  S e r  item 1
T o ta l Number erf Cond itions th is  H .H .
T o ta l Number of H o sp ita lizo tio n s th is  H .H . 
T o ta l Number of Doctor V is i t s  th is  H .H . 
T o ta l Number of Persons th is  H .H .
T o t a l  P e r s o n s  Requ iring  Home Core 
th is  H ousehold__________ _ ______________
la . WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE HEAD OF THIS HOUSEHOLD? 
b. WHAT ARE THE NAMES OF A LL  OTHER PERSONS WHO LIVE HERE? l u i  a l l  Yes No 
C. I HAVE LISTED IS THERE ANYONE ELSE STAYING HERE NOW?
d. HAVE I MISSED ANYONE WHO USUALLY LIVES 
HERE BUT IS NOW AWAY FROM HOME? A p p l y  h o u s e h o l d  m e m b e r s h i p  r u l e s
i a a
................. □ □
6. DO ANY OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD
HAVE A HOME ANYWHERE ELSE? ' □  □
f. ARE ANY OF THE PERSONS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD ON ^  N°
FU LL-TIM E ACTIVE DUTY IN THE ARMED FORCES? >1V * ' .  □  □
F ir s t  Name 01
Last Name
Re lotionship
HEAD
A q e
F i r s t  Nome 02
Lost Name
Re lotionship Age
2 .. HOW IS -  -  RELATED TO (head of household)?
3. PERSON NUMBER F i r s t  c o lu m n  s h o u l d  h a v e  p e r s o n  0 1 ,  s e c o n d  c o lu m n  p e r s o n  0 2 ,  e t c .
43. HOW OLD WAS -  — ON HIS LAST BIRTHDAY 9 r i t e  i n  n e x t  t o  " r e l a t i o n s h i p " a n d  m a rk
b. SEX M a r k  i(if/?oi?f a s h i n g  u n l e s s  s e x  i s  n o t  o b v i o u s  f r o m  n a m e
C. RACE M a r k  t< i t h o u t  a s k i n g
I f  I T  y e a r s  o l d  o r o te r , a s h :
5. IS -  -  NOW MARRIED. WIDOWED. DIVORCED. SEPARATED. OR NEVER MARRIED?
Wor. W.d. Piv. Sep. M.M. Urd. 17 M.M. Under 17
I f  I T  w a r *  o l d  o r  o v e r .  u * k :
6. WHAT WAS -  -  DOING MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS —
( f o r  m a l e s )  WORKING OR DOING SOMETHING ELSE’
( f o r  f e m a l e s )  KEEPING HOUSE, WORKING OR DOING SOMETHING ELSE’
I f  " S E *  m a r k e d  in  y .  6  a n d  person »s 4 5  s e a r s  o l d  or o u  r . a s h
7. IS - - R E T IR E D ?
V»K KH SE \Jnteril V
Yes Mo V
I f  r e l a t e d  p e r s o n s  1 9  \ e a r s  o l d  o r  o v e r  a r e  l i s t e d  in  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  r e s p , .  n n :
WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A LL  ADULTS WHO ARE AT HOME TAKE PART IN THE 
INTERVIEW. IS YOUR -  ETC., AT HOME NOW? {WOULD YOU PLEASE ASK -  - 
ETC., TO JOIN US?)
U«der I t  Ai Nore Net How, V L'odrf 19 A* Hems Mm l-yr*» V
THIS SURVEY COVERS A LL KINDS OF ILLNESSES. THESE FIRST QUESTIONS REFER TO 
LAST WEEK AND THE WEEK BEFORE. THAT IS, THE 2-We EK PERIOD OUTLINED IN 
RED ON THIS CALENDAR. H a n d  c a l e n d a r  t o  r e s p o n d e n t  a n d  n e k  8 a ,
8a. WAS -  -  SICK AT ANY TIME LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE (THE 2 WEEKS 
SHOWN ON THAT CALENDAR)?
b. WHAT WAS THE MATTER?
c. DID -  -  HAVE ANYTHING ELSE DURING THAT 2-WEEK PERIOD?
□  Y e s CD N°
9a. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE. DID -  -  TAKE ANY MEDICINE OR TREATMENT 
FOR ANY CONDITION (BESIDES . . .  WHICH YOU TOLD ME ABOUT)?
b. FOR WHAT CONDITION?
c. DID -  -  TAKE ANY MEDICINE FOR ANY OTHER CONDITION?
CD Yes CD Mo
10a. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE. DID -  -  HAVE ANY ACCIDENTS OR INJURIES?
b. WHAT WERE THEY?
c. DID -  -  HAVE ANY OTHER ACCIDENTS OR INJURIES DURING THAT 2-WEEK PERIOD?
CD Yes CD
l la .  DID -  -  EVEg HAVE AN (ANY OTHER) ACCIDENT OR INJURY THAT ST ILL  BOTHERS 
HIM OR AFFECTS HIM IN ANY WAY?
b. IN WHAT WAY DOES IT  BOTHER HIM? R e c o r d  p r e s e n t  r i f e ,  IS .
CD Yes CD
CD Yes CD Mo
□  Yes □  No
□  Yes □  No
□  Yes □  N o
1 2 .  O p e n  y o u r  F l a s h c a r d  b o o k l e t  t o  C a r d  A  a n d  r e a d  b o t h  s i d e s  o f  C a r d  A  ( A - l t  A - 2 )  
c o n d i t i o n  b y  c o n d i t i o n ;  t e c o r d  i n  h i s  c o l u m n  a n y  c o n d i t i o n s  m e n t i o n e d  
f o r  tb e  p e rs o n .
□  Yes □  No □  Yes □  No
1 3 .  T u r n  t o  C a r d  B  a n d  r e a d  b o t h  s i d e s  o f  C a t d  B  ( B - l ,  B * 2 ) ,  c o n d i t i o n  b y  c o n d i t i o n ;  
r e c o r d  i n  h i s  c o l u m n  a n y  c o n d i t i o n s  m e n t i o n e d  f o r  t h e  p e r s o n .
□  Yes □  No □  Yes □  No
14a. DOES -  -  HAVE ANY OTHER AILMENTS. CONDITIONS. DR PROBLEMS WITH 
HIS HEALTH?
b. WHAT IS THE CONDITION? R e c o r d  c o n d i t i o n  i t s e l f  i f  s t i l l  p r e s e n t :  o t h e r u i s e  r e c o r d
p r e s e n t  e f f e c t s .
c. ANY OTHER PROBLEMS WITH HIS HEALTH?
0  Yes 0  No □  Yes □  No
R
Q. S-H
F o r  p e r s o n s  1 9  >«‘arw o l d  o r  o i e r ,  s h v ’t  it h o  r e s p o n d e d  ( o r  t o r  n a s  p r e s e n t  d u r in g  th e  
a s h i n g  n tt i ) .  H ' l l .  I f  p e r s o n s  r e s p o n d e d  f o r  s e l f ,  s h o u  w h e t h e r  e n t i r e l y  o r  p a r t l y , 
fo r  p e r s o n s  u n d e r  1 9  s h o u  i t h u  r e s p o n d e d  f o r  t h e m .  I f  e l i g i b l e  r e s p o n d e n t  i s  
“a t  h u m e *  h u t  d i d  n o t  r e s p o n d  fo r  s e l f ,  e n t e r  t h e  r e a s o n  i n  a  f o o t n o t e .
0  Responded for self-entirely 
0  R e sp o n d e d  fo r s e lf - p o r t ly  
P e r s o n  w o s  re s p o n d e n t
0  Responded few* self-entirely
□  R e sp o n d e d  fc *  s e lf - p o r t ly  
P e r s o n  a-o s  re sp o n d e n t
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15a. HAS - - BEEN IN A HOSPITAL AT ANY TIME SINCE A YEAR AGO?
I f  " Y e s" , a sk :
b. HOW MANY TIMES WAS - - IN A HOSPITAL DURING THAT PERIOD?
Q  Yes □  Nq 
Times
□  Yes □  No 
Times
16a. HAS ANYONE IN THE FAMILY BEEN IN A NURSING HOME, CONVALESCENT HOME. 
REST HOME OR SIMILAR PLACE SINCE A YEAR AGO?
// uY e s , m a s k :
b. WHO?
F o r  e a c h  p e r s o n  r e p o r te d  in  1 6 b  a s k :
c. HOW MANY TIMES WAS - - IN A NURSING HOME OR SIMILAR PLACE DURING
THAT PERIOD?
□  Yes □  No 
Times
f~l Yes D  No
■  T.1 irres
E x a m in e  a g e s  in  q u e s t i o n  1  f o r  1 y e a r  o ld  o r  u n d e r . F o r  e a c h  c h i ld  
1 y e a r  o ld  o r  u n d e r , a s k  1 7 a .
17a. WHEN WAS — — BORN? I f  o n  o r  a f t e r  th e  d a te  s t a m p e d  in  1 5 a , a s k  1 7 b .
Month jCay Year Month !Day ’Year
b. WAS — — BORN IN A HOSPITAL? I f  " Y e s "  a n d  n o  h o s p i ta l i x a t io n s  e n te r e d  in  h i s  
c o lu m n , e n te r  " l n in  1 5 . I f  " Y e s ” a n d  a h o s p i t a l i z a t i o n  i s  r e p o r te d  f o r  th e  
m o th e r  a n d  b a b y  a s k  1 7 c .
□  Yes □  No ^  O  Yes Q  No
c. IS THIS HOSPITALIZATION INCLUDED IN THE NUMBER YOU GAVE ME FOR - -?
I f  *Ao,* c o r r e c t  e n tr y  f o r  m o th e r  a n d  b a b y .
□  Yes □  No □  Yes □  No
THESE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT RECENT VISITS TO OR FROM A MEDICAL DOCTOR. 
18. DURING THE PAST 2 WEEKS (THE 2 WEEKS OUTLINED IN RED ON THAT CALENDAR) 
HOW MANY TIMES HAS - - SEEN A DOCTOR EITHER AT HOME OR AT A 
DOCTOR’S OFFICE OR CLINIC?
(~~1 None
Dr. Visits
^  D  None
Cr. Visits
19a. (BESIDES THOSE VISITS) DURING THAT 2 WEEK PERIOD HAS ANYONE IN THE 
FAMILY BEEN TO A DOCTOR’S OFFICE OR CLINIC FOR SHOTS, X-RAYS, 
TESTS, OR EXAMINATIONS?
1[ ‘‘ y e s , "  a s k :
b. WHO WAS THIS? , ,
c. ANYONE ELSE? 1 *"* 1"' •" P'"»» *
1 1 Yes [3 No □  Yes □  N o
■
F o r  e a c h  “l e a "  m a r k e d , a s k :
d. HOW MANY TIMES DID - - VISIT THE 00CT0R?
E .X C L L D E  v i s i t s  m a d e  on " m a s s ’1 b a s i s . Visits Visits
20a. DURING THAT PERIOD. DID ANYONE IN THE FAMILY GET ANY MEDICAL ADVICE 
FROM A DOCTOR OVER THE TELEPHONE?
I f  " l e s "  a s k :
b. WHO WAS THE PHONE CALL ABOUT? / ,
c. ANY CALLS ABOUT ANYONE ELSE? 1 1 “ s c ° ' “ n ‘
I ~ 1  Yes O  No ■  □  Y e s  Q  No
F o r  e a c h  T e s "  m a r k e d , a s k :
d .  HOW MANY TELEPHONE CALLS WERE MADE TO GET MEDICAL ADVICE ABOUT -  - ? Telephone
colls to Dr. ,
■
Telephone
calls to Dr.----------------------------------------------------------
Visits reported in questions 18*20 for this person. M ark h e re  .  -------- . > — V i n - w e p ’d m Q . T8-2Q O  Co to 2It
V is it*  tep'd m Q . Jft-JO . 
C o  to  21*
I f  n o  v i s i t s  re p o r te d  in  q u e s t io n s  1 8 -2 0  A sk :
21a. ABOUT HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE -  -  SAW OR TALKED TO A DOCTOR?
E s t im a te  i s  a c c e p ta b le .  I f  l e s s  th an  1 y e a r , m ark a p p ro p r ia te  c ir c l e ;  i f  m ore th an  1 y e a r , 
mark num ber o f  u h o le  y e a r s .
D icin g  past 2  w*«ks/npt (reviOwsly O  
7 . n . V o r t h s  O
J! :
OK N e .w
C u firq  past 2 week*/"o» i - p d - i  O  
H  ?  • t> Worths O  
7 . I U V H  0
1! ;
D K  N * .«
I f  th e  l a s t  v i s i t  u a s  u i lh in  th e  p a s t  12  m on ths a sk :
b. IN TOTAL, ABOUT HOW MANY TIMES HAS -  -  SEEN OR TALKED TO A DOCTOR 
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
O K  N c ~
o  o
U : :
O K  fin*
■  o  o
J!
I f  p e r so n  i s  5 5  y e a r s  o ld  o r  o v e r ,  a sk :
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO DIFFERENT KINDS OF
PERSONAL CARE SOME PEOPLE NEED AT HOME:...................
22a. DOES -  -  NEED ANY HELP IN BATHING. DRESSING OR PUTTING ON HIS SHOES? ....
b. DOES -  -  NEED ANY HELP AT HOME WITH INJECTIONS.
SHOTS OR OTHER TREATMENTS?..........................
c. DOES -  -  NEED ANY ONE’S HELP WHEN WALKING UP STAIRS
OR GETTING FROM ROOM TO ROOM?.............................................................................................................................
d .  DOES- -  NEED ANY HELP AT ALL IN CARING FORHIMSELF?............
j  U r * f 5 5 - & *  0  
1 55 or <v*r -  Atk 22o. 0
t U o i „ 5 5 - * *  o  
1 55 Of c m  ■ Aik 22o. 0
Ye *  Slop 0  No Q ( X  C  
Ye* Sio, 0  No O  O K  O 
Y » s  St*r 0  No O D K  0  
Ye* S t f  0  No 0  D K  v
Y o s  Sio» O  No O  D K  O 
Ye* Slop O  No O  D K  - 
Y e *  Slop 0  No C D K  1 
Y e s  Su p  O  N s  0  D K
23a. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, HAS -  -  RECEIVED ANY CARE
AT HOME FROM A NURSE?...............................
b. DURING THIS 12 MONTH PERIOD. ABOUT HOW MANY VISITS
DIDANURSEMAKETO CARE FOR--?............ ..... .
c. WERE ANY OF THESE VISITS DURING THE PAST 2-WEEKS?..............
No
Y e s - d . * « * * e  0  S i i f O  O K  O
/
Ye* 0  No 0  D K  O
H  _ '  N : '  "
Y e s - id .*  24* *  t  O  u ,f  O O K  <
\
1
Yes 0  No O  O K
..
O  0
CONDITION NO. 1 1. Person number Write in and mark
Person number
E n te r  person number and “name o f  condition" 
and a sk  question 2,
Nome of 
condition
A s k  fo r  a l l  conditions 2. DID -  -  EVER A T ANY TIME TALK TO A DOCTOR ABOUT HIS. . . ?
Exam ine “Name o f  condition9 en try  in  Item  1 
and m ark one box. ■ —  — □ Accident or injury-Co to  4 Cord C"Co to 9 □ Neither Go to  3a. Questionnumber
WASHINGTON USE
8 9 10 II 12 t3 14 H C DV HCOT
oo o o c o o  o o o o o
I f  “Doctor ta lked  tom, a sk: - ■
I f  “Doctor n o t ta lked  to9 record  
adequate description o f  
condition or illn e ss .
3a. WHAT DID THE DOCTOR SAY IT  WAS? DID H E jG IV F IT  A 
MEDICAL NAME? Cond.
3b. WHAT WAS THE CAUSE O F . . .?
kcc ident 
Go to  4
pi Acid or injury
I f  th e  en try  in  3a  or  3b inc ludes the words: 3c. WHAT KIND O F ... IS IT?
Asthma "Ailment" “Disease"
Cyst “Attack" "Disorder"
Growth "Condition” "Trouble"
Measles "Defect"
Tumor
■ ) /
F or A L L E R G Y  OR STRO K E, A sk : * 3d. HOW DOES THE ALLERGY (STROKE) A FFEC T HIM?
No. of this 
. condition
Mark one
0
Total
conditions
Accident Ye* No
First injury
Required
hospitolization ° °
Tj.li*. Cth.
Other Acc. _
■
1C or dum
code.
For conditions on Card B-2 and fo r  any entry  
tha t includes the words:
36. WHAT PART OF THE BODY IS AFFECTED? Person days of disability
Abscess Cyst Paralysis
Ache (except Growth Sore
headache) Hemorrhage Soreness
Bleeding Infection Tumor
Blood clot Inflammation Ulcer
Boil Neuralgia Weak
Cancer Neuritis Weakness
Cramps (except Pain
menstrual) Palsy
SH O W  T H E  F O L L O W IN G  D E T A I L :
Ear or eye . one or both
Head.. • skull, scalp, face
Back.. .upper,middle, lower
Arm... .shoulder, upper, elbow, lower, wrist, 
hond; one or both
Leg... .hip, upper, knee, fewer, onkle, foot; 
one or both
2Wks.
12
Months
F IL L  QUESTIONS 4 - 8  FOR A L L  AC C ID EN TS OR IN JU RIES
4a. DID THE ACCIDENT HAPPEN DURING THE □  During past 2 years-*,* 4b  
PAST 2 YEARS OR BEFORE THAT TIME? D  j * .  2 years. Co „  5o
4b. WHEN DID THE ACCIDENT HAPPEN? E nter month and year; mark one box
| Month j Year I~~1 Week before 
1 1 2 weeks - 3 months
□  3-12 months
□  1 - 2 years
* , *  fo r a ll  acc id en tt or in juries!
5a. A T THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT WHAT PART OF THE BODY WAS HURT? 
WHAT KIND OF INJURY WAS IT? ANYTHING ELSE?
Port(s) of bedy Kind of injury(injuries)
I f accident Aoppenerf BE F O R E  3  m onths, ask:
5b. WHAT PART OF THE BODY IS AFFECTED NOW? 
HOW IS HIS — AFFECTED?
Part(s) of body Present effects.
R .A .
B.D.
T.L.j
B.D.
6a. WAS A CAR, TRUCK, BUS, OR OTHER 
MOTOR VEHICLE INVOLVED IN THE 
ACCIDENTIN ANY WAY? 
"S .'wasmo'rY th an ' o n e^VEHICLE 
INVOLVED?
c. WAS IT  (EITHER ONE) MOVING AT 
THE TIME?
7 WHERE DID THE ACCIDENT HAPPEN?
S p ec ify  p lace
At hoimliiuUt ku< ) . ...............   Q
At botttMiaetiU prtmittt/ . . . . . . . . . . . .  O
Street end highway (tstfUJei n*t**j) . . . . .  0
F a m ...................................................   O
Industrie! p'.-xe (itu U itt   0
School (U t U it t  teUot p rt n u tlj ................. 0
Piece d  recrea'isn end spats (• c t it ie t l)  . 0  
r  C'herf>p«ci/y pUet iih trt Upptmtit O
v O
8. W A S - - A T  WORK AT HIS JOB OR 
BUSINESS WHEN THE ACCIDENT 
HAPPENED?___________________
Foofnotes
A rr r i F a c e t V
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CONDITION (Con'd.) R E F E R  RESPO N D EN T TO TWO-WEEK C A LEN D AR FOR QUESTIONS 9-14
A s k  question  9a  fo r a ll conditions. 9a. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE DID H IS . .. CAUSE HIM TO CUT DOWN ON 
THE THINGS HE USUALLY DOES?
Yi*i V 
Yr*». ?! a ■ 6*> M It*  V
b. DID HE HAVE TO CUT DOWN FOR AS MUCH AS A DAY?
A s k  qu estio n s 10 and 11 i f “Y es'* 
m arked in questio n  9b.
10. HOW MANY DAYS DID HE HAVE TO CUT DOWN
DURING THAT TWO WEEK PERIOD? frii, fa
and mark Day•1 : '
11. DURING THAT TWO WEEK PERIOD, HOW MANY DAYS
DID H IS... KEEP  HIM IN BED A LL  OR MOST Writ, fa 
OF THE DAY? cud  murk Day
N:« V
■I ■ ° "
A s k  q u estio n  12 i f  person i t  
6-16 years  old.
12. HOW MANY DAYS DID H IS . . .  KEEP  HIM FROM
SCHOOL DURING THAT TWO WEEK PERIOD? W rit, fa
and  mark Day
l»*6 N:«e V
!il ; ° ■ "
A s k  question  13 i f pereon is  
17 years o ld  ar over.
13. HOW MANY DAYS DID H IS... KEEP HIM FROM WORK
DURING THAT TWO WEEK PERIOD? (F ur f e m d e .  u d i )  t r i t e fa 
NOT COUNTING WORK AROUND THE HOUSE? « " * Day
H-y* V
s \  1 °
A s k  question  14 fo r a ll  conditions. 14a. WHEN DID HE FIRST NOTICE H IS . . .?
WAS IT  DURING THE PAST 3 MONTHS OR BEFORE THAT TIME?
b. DID HE FIRST NOTICE IT  DURING THE PAST TWO WEEKS OR BEFORE THAT TIME?
c, WHICH WEEK, LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE?
e-faeJrrM.-C. i .J S  V
o o o 
Lev week !<*■'* V
C*l, It
A s k  question  IS  on ly  i f cond itio n  
w as f ir s t  n o ticed  mBefore  
3 m o n th s ’
15. DID - - FIRST NOTICE IT  DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS OR BEFORE THAT TIME?
3-1? "sa. BeF«e !?<•<>. V
A s k  fo r p erson  6 years o ld  or 
over for whom an e ye  condition  
or v is io n problem  (including  
cataracts and glaucoma) h a t  
been reported.
n  N o t an eye c o n d it io n  [ 3  N o t f i r s t  eye c o n d it io n  [ 3  U n d e r 6
16a. CAN - - SEE WELL ENOUGH TO READ ORDINARY NEWSPAPER PRINT WITH GLASSES?
v«s- 04 HI -Oa.il »4.«
b. CAN - -  SEE WELL. ENOUGH TO RECOGNIZE A FRIEND WALKING ON fH E  OTHER 
SIDE OF THE STREET?
'in  -Omii It* Ik -A ik  H«
C. HOW MUCH TROUBLE WOULD YOU SAY THAT —  HAS IN SEEING: A GREAT DEAL, 
SOME, OR HARDLY ANY AT ALL?
H J« (!,■
O-'.M-il Cyr* rf’rX
AA: IF  THIS IS  A CONDITION ON CARD A OR B , OR S T A R T E D  "BE F O R E  3  MONTHS,* dSK Q. 17; OTHERW ISE GO TO ITEM B B .
A ik yueetion 17b i f "1" or more 
days in  question  17a and  
question  11 is  blank or 
marked "N one."
17a. ABOUT HQW MANY DAYS DURING THE PAST 
12 MONTHS HAS HIS ... KEPT HIM IN BED 
ALL OR MOST OF THE DAY? Write in  and mark Days <
b. WERE ANY OF THESE - - DAYS DURING LAST 
WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE? 
'V'HOWMANY?” Write in  
and mark Days |
BB: I t  th is  the L A S T
condition  fo r  th is  person?
I 1 Yes ~~ A sk  18-21 i f  person h a t “1* or more conditions p o e t AA  
["I No —  Go to  n ex t condition
S h o w  Cord D, E , F , or G, 
a t  appropriate b a te d  on 
a c tiv ity  s ta tu s  or age.
18. PLEASE LOOK AT EACH STATEMENT ON THIS CARD (CARD D, E, F, G). THEN 
TELL ME WHICH STATEMENT FITS - - BEST IN TERMS OF HEALTH.
Mark sta tem en t number -
I 2 3 4-G•
I f  1 , 2 , or 3  marked in  18 ask: -
I f  4 marked in 18 go to  20.
19. IS THIS BECAUSE OF ANY OF THE CONDITIONS YOU HAVE TOLD ME ABOUT?
□  Yes - -WHICH? Surer condition  numbers
PI No -
WHAT DOES CAUSE 
' THIS LIMITATION?
WASHINGTON USE
20. PLEASE LOOK AT THE BLUE CARD, CARD H. WHICH ONE OF
THOSE STATEMENTS FITS —  BEST IN TERMS OF HEALTH? H o *  .to to m sn t n u m b e r-
1 2  3 4 S ti S itf
G O O D  O O
WASHINGTON USEI f  1, 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5  marked_ 
in 20, a sk : -
I f  6  marked, om it 21 and  
go to  n ex t person.
21. IS THIS BECAUSE OF ANY OF THE CONDITIONS YOU HAVE TOLD ME ABOUT?
O  Yes- - WHICH? E nter  condition  numbers
□  No-
WHAT DOES CAUSE 
' THIS LIMITATION?
Y m Ho

HOSPITAL PAGE (CONTD) A S K  Q U E S T IO N S  8 -1 0  F O R  A L L  C O M P L E T E D  H O S P IT A L IZ A T IO N S N ark one  
c irc le —
•Y«i* mQ. i'. Cf U I* 
" N o "  In Q . 4 e - .4 ii« > 1 0
A s k  i f  “No* marked in  q u estio n  4c:
8. WHATWAS THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME) B IL L  FOR THIS STAY? 
DO NOT INCLUDE DOCTORS’ OR SURGEONS’ B ILLS.
' O dW l u  hI aL W iKsuW ce pay any part of " ' .........
THIS B ILL?  Q  Yes Q  No-Co to  l o
b. WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE INSURANCE PLAN?--- * -
c . DID (WILL) ANY OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN PAY
PART OF THIS {HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME) BILL?
I f  “Y e s* R ea sk  9b
For each  Health  Insurance P lan named, a sk:
d. WHAT WAS (WILL-BE) THE AMOUNT
PAID BY (Name of Plan)? ■ -
Dollars Cents
Name of Insurance Plan Oollors Cents
E nter to ta l amount p a id  by  health  insurance in  line  A -
E nter  A N Y  amount p a id  by  So c ia l Security  M edicare in  line
\
10a.WHO PAID”(WILL PAY) THE (REMAINDER OF THE) 
HOSPITAL BILL? Mark each ca tegory m entioned
"b.DID ANY OTHERPERSON OR AGENCY* PAY ANY " ~
OTHER PART OF THE HOSPITAL BILL?
□  Y e s - A s k  10c □  No-Co to lO d
C.WHO WAS THIS? Mark each ca tegory m entioned
d.WHAT WAS THE AMOUNT PAID BY - -?
E nter amount pa id  opposite  appropriate category.
INTERVIEWER:
A d d  am ounts en tered  ( include a ny  am xunt pa id  by  health  
insurance) and en ter  in  T O T A L  box, then  mark one o f  the  
fo llow ing  boxes.
I~) Total amount paid (to be paid) agrees with 
amount of hospital bill * Go to  Q. 11 
|~~1 Total amount paid (to be paid) does NOT agree 
with amount of hospital bill - R eso lve  difference
w ith  respondent.
Dollars Cents
* l—l t_i i.i A ll plans-exclude  A \_ J Health insurance- /^ej i care
B n  Social Security Medicare
C 0  Self and/or Family
D n  Relative not in household
E CH Friend
F □  Kerr Mills or other Fed. Plans
G 0  Armed Forces Medicare
H n  State or Loco 1 We Ifare Agency
I Q  Other S p ec ify
TOTAL OF ABOVE “ include amount —> 
paid by  hea lth  insurance
WASHINGTON USE 
Tot. Amount
1 0. Source 1
A B C D E  F G K I O K
Amount
10. Source 2
A B C D E  F G H I O K  
Amount Bldk
1C. Sera 3
A B C 0  E F G H I o ;
10. Sou-ce 4
A B C Q E  f  C  H I Or: 
Amount b l  ok
ASK  QUESTIONS 11 - 1 3  IF  PERSON IS 55 Y E A R S  OLD OR O VER Mark one circ le -
lla.WHEN -  -  L E F T  (Name of hospital/nursing home),
DID HE RETURN HOME OR GO SOME OTHER PLACE?
I"! Home - Go to Q uestion 12 
n  Some other place — A s k  Q uestion  l i b
b.WHAT KIND OF PLACE DID —  GO TO? S p ec ify  -
INTERVIEWER:
I f  the  "P lace* in  l i b  is  a  H ospita l, Nursing  
Home or a  sim ila r  p lace, w as a H ospita l 
Page fi l le d  fo r  th a t s ta y ?  Mark one box.
f*~l Hospitcl poge filled-Stop
fl Hospital poge not filled-FW Hosp. page fo r unreported s ta y .
WASHINGTON USE
12. AFTERrLEAVING THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME,) HOW MANY DAYS
DID —  HAVE TO REMAIN IN BED ALL OR MOST OF THE DAY? Mark en try  -
Sf.H 0
13. (ALTOGETHER) HOW MANY DAYS WAS -  -  CONFINED TO THE HOUSE A FTER 
RETURNING HOME FROM THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME.)? Mark e n tr y--
SMI F“juse O
14. NOTE TO INTERVIEWER:
I f  the  condition  in question  5  or 6  is  on Card A (A - l ,  A -2) or B (B - l ,  B -2) or there is *1" or more n igh ts  in question  4b, the  
condition muit have  a com pleted  Condition page. I f  the  condition  d oes not have a  Condition page, f i l l  one a fter completing  
a ll required H osp ita l pages.
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D O C TO R  V IS IT S  P A G E  (1 )
See questions 18’21a on Pages 4 and 5
1. Person number W rite in  a n d  m ark
Person nurrbe'
Jan Apr _ July Cct .
Feb M«y ' Aug .
Mar ' Jvre _ Sop’ Dec '
IVY we
Record each date on which a Doctor was 
visited  in a separate Question 2a o f the 
Doctor Visits Questions.
Ask and record the answer to Question 2b on 
the last s e t o f Doctor Visits Questions 
for each person,
E A R L I E R  Y O U  T O L D  M E T H A T  -  -  H A D  S E E N  O R  T A L K E D  T O  A  
D O C T O R  D U R IN G  T H E  P A S T  2  W E E K S . W rit , ia  a a d  m ark
2 a . ON W H A T D A T E S  D U R IN G  T H A T  2 -W EE K
P E R IO D  D ID  -  -  V IS IT  O R  T A L K  T O  A  D O C T O R ?
~ b . W E R E  T H E R E  A N Y  O T H E R  D O C T O R  V IS IT S  F O R  -  -  D U R IN G  T H A T  P E R IO D ?
□  Y e s  ~Reask Q. 2a [^ ] No-a4sA Q. 3-5 for each visit
D ay ,
Hem D: Interviewer Check Hem
Enter the number o f Doctor Visits reported 
for each person in question l8-2la on 
pages 4 and 5 . I f  "None* reported for a ll 
persons, check here 
n  None -eportr'd Go to Person pages
Person
No. 01 02 03 04 05 06
Visits
Fill one Doctor Visit section for each visit 
orcall reported including additional visits 
or calls reported in question 2b.
3 . W H E R E  D ID  -  -  S E E  T H E  D O C T O R  ON T H E  (Dm )? Hark c ird t
4 . HOW M UCH WAS T H E  D O C T O R ’ S B I L L  F O R  T H A T  V IS IT  ( C A L L ) ?
FOOTNOTES:
I f  b i l l  n o t r e c e iv e d ,  a s k :
HOW M UCH DO Y O U  E X P E C T  T H E  D O C T O R ’S 
B I L L  T O  B E  F O R  T H A T  V IS I T  (C A L L ) ?
D o lla rs
, 5 . IS  T H E  D O C T O R  A  G E N E R A L  P R A C T IT IO N E R  O R  A  S P E C IA L IS T ?
I | G e n e r a l  P r a c t it io n e r  Q  S p e c ia l i s t  
: I f  -S p e c i a l i s t -  a s k :  W H A T K IN D  O F  S P E C IA L IS T  IS  H E ?  -
tVephcn*......................
Dc-rtcr’s Cffiee ........
Hospital Emergency Rocra
Mr.pi’ol Cu?-pa»i*«? Clir»«
Health Deportment..........
Carppry •* M '.stty ........
O '*  s ,
WASHINGTON USE
D o lla - s
Cents
Durr.
C o d e
F i r s :  
V is i t ?  
K ind  of 
Spec.
D O C T O R  V IS IT S  P A G E  ( 2 ) 1. Person number W rite in  a n d  m ark
Person number
Record each date on which a Doctor was 
visited  in a separate Question 2a o f the 
Doctor Visits Questions,
E A R L I E R  Y O U  T O L D  M E T H A T  -  -  H A D  S E E N  O R  T A L K E D  T O  A  
D O C T O R  D U R IN G  T H E  P A S T 2  W E E K S . Write in and mark Month
Ask and record the answer to Question 2b c 
the last s e t o f Doctor Visits Questions 
for each person.
2 a . ON W H A T  D A T E S  D U R IN G  T H A T  2 -W E E K
P E R IO D  D ID  -  -  V IS IT  O R  T A L K  T O  A  D O C T O R ? 
b 7  W E R E  T H E R E  A N Y  O T H E R  D O C T O R  V IS IT S  F O R  -  -  D U R IN G  T H A T  P E R IO D ?
I I Yes-Reask Q. 2a Q  No-?4wA Q. 3-S for each visit
Jen Ajy July - Cc*
Feb Ma> AW - Nov
Mor June V- Sept ' ■ Dec
IW WB
D a y )
F O O T N O T E S : 3 . W H E R E  D ID  -  -  S E E  T H E  D O C T O R  ON T H E  (D m ) ?  H ark  . . .  d r d a
4 . HOW M UCH WAS T H E  D O C T O R 'S  B I L L  F O R  T H A T  V IS IT  ( C A L L ) ?
I f  bill not received, ask:
HOW M UCH DO Y O U  E X P E C T  T H E  D O C T O R ’S  
B I L L  T O  8 E  F O R  T H A T  V IS I T  ( C A L L ) ?
Doliors Cents
5 . IS  T H E  D O C T O R  A  G E N E R A L  P R A C T IT IO N E R  O R  A  S P E C IA L IS T ?  
Q  G e n e r a l  P r a c t it io n e r  Q  S p e c ia l i s t  
// “Specialist9 oak: W H A T K IN D  O F  S P E C IA L IS T  IS  H E ?  -
— 7-
Cocier’s Office....
p-e-rcij C » .
Hospital Emergency Roan 
H-^i-a! Cut-pa*.""* Clinic 
Health Depart/rent . . . . . .
C«rpC"y <t Industry. . . . .  
C t~r Spec.fr ................
WASHINGTON USE
D o lb rs
Cents
"Durr\
Code
First
Visit?
Kind of 
Spec.
49
Ask for all persons 17 years old or over. E le m e n ta ry
2 4 a . W H A T IS  T H E  H IG H E S T  G R A D E  ( Y E A R ) -  - A T T E N D E D  IN  S C H O O L? H ig h  s c h o o l
C o lle g e
Non* - C# M 2S*
1
E l  o
H i ; Uk I*  17
C o  : • o
,  N?m* Ce le 2Je
E l  o
Hi Under 17
C o  :
b . D ID -  - F IN IS H  T H E — G R A D E  ( Y E A R ) ?
Yes No
o c
Yes No
O O
Ask for all persons 17 years old or over.
2 5 a . D ID — W O RK A T  A N Y  T IM E  L A S T  W E E K  O R  T H E  W E E K  B E F O R E ?  
F o r  females aid: N O T  C O U N T IN G  W O R K A R O U N D  T H E  H O U SE?
Yes No 
C « t » :  I*  d i i ie i l l e e / e
0 0
Yes H i
U i l i a i i c
1  o 0
b . E V E N  T H O U G H — D ID  N O T  W O RK D U R IN G  T H O S E  2  W E E K S , D O ES  H E  H A V E
A  J O B  O R  B U S IN ES S ?
c .  W AS H E  L O O K IN G  F O R  W O RK O R  ON L A Y O F F  FR O M  A  JO B ?
Yes No
o o
Yes No
O 0
Yes-iO JH  No - Omit i Y e s - A ik  4  ? • : -O m ,ie
o  o
d . W HICH -  L O O K IN G  F O R  W O RK O R  ON L A Y O F F  FR O M  A  JO B ?
4
Locking LsyeW Both
G O O
LocVirg Ll'/oM Beth
O 0 o
jr  25c only ■ /o r Person* w itA  a "Yes* in 25a, 25b, or 25c.
queuions x T  , 2 6 a . WHO D O ES  (D ID )— W O RK F O R ?
through 26d apply
E m p lo y e r E m p lo y e r
to this person s  ,
LAST full-time
civilian job.
b . W H A T  K IN D  O F  B U S IN E S S  O R IN D U S T R Y  IS  T H IS ?
In d u s try In d u s try  
■  1
C. W H A T K IN D  O F  W O RK IS  (W A S)~ D 01N G ? O c c u p a tio n O c c u p a tio n
! F ill 26d from entries in 26a-26c; i f  not clear, ask.
■ d . C L A S S  O F  W O R K E R
/ Pvi.-paid Gdw’t.-Fed, Gcv'f.-Ctl*r 
) Cwn Non. paid Nev-Wcrted
|  P«r.-pcid Gcv'f-Fed. Gov’l.-Cther
■  0 o o
)  Own Non-pa «d Nev-Woffced
( c o o
Ask for all males 17 years old or over.
2 7 a . D ID — E V E R  S E R V E  IN  T H E  A R M ED  F O R C E S  O F  T H E  U N IT E D  S T A T E S ?
Yes N o-Co«2» Yes No- C t t® 2t
b . WAS A N Y  O F  H IS  S E R V IC E  D U R IN G  A  W AR?
Y esSw p No OK Yes-Swp No DK.
■  j o o
I f  "No* or "DK* in 27b ask:
c .  WAS A N Y  O F  H IS  S E R V IC E  B E T W E E N  J U N E  2 7 ,1 9 5 0 , AN D JA N U A R Y  3 1 ,1 9 5 5 ?
Y es-Stop No DK Y es-Step No DK
D  O  O
I f  "No* or "DK" in 27c ask:
d .  W AS A N Y  O F  H IS  S E R V IC E  A F T E R  JA N U A R Y  3 1 , 1955?
Yes No DK Yes No OK
2 8 . W H ICH  O F  T H E S E  IN C O M E G R O U P S  R E P R E S E N T S  Y O U R  T O T A L  C O M B IN E D  F A M IL Y  
IN C O M E F O R  T H E  P A S T  12 M O N TH S -  T H A T  IS ,  Y O U R S ,  Y O U R — ’ S , E T C .?  
S l t o r  CARD 1. IN C L U D E  IN C O M E FR O M  A L L  S O U R C E S  S U C H  A S  W A G ES , 
S A L A R IE S ,  S O C IA L  S E C U R IT Y  O R  R E T IR E M E N T  B E N E F IT S ,  H E L P  FRO M  
R E L A T IV E S ,  R E N T S  FR O M  P R O P E R T Y ,  AND SO F O R T H .
Hark income group in each related person's column.
A e  C o  E F G H 1 J V ^  A B C D E F G K I J  V
F O O T N O T E S W A S H IN G T O N  U S E W A S H IN G T O N  U S E ■  W A S H IN G T O N  U S E
* T r o n s c r ib e  c o d e s  fo r \ R e s p o n d e n t
Ite m  R (R e s p o n d e n t)  i
0  -  S e l f - e n t i r e ly  1 A g e  o f re sp o n d e n t
1 -  S e lf - p o r t ly  |
2  -  S p o u s e  ;
t F a m i ly  re la t io n s h ip
3  — M o ther i
i
i
s*
Pl Sf PF ^  ^  
Heod ! Heod2» W/e Child Cth. relative
I f
Head! Heod 2 . Wit. Child Cth. te’jttre
5  -  O th e r fe m a le  fa m ily  | E d u c a t i o n  head  
m em ber |
L'nd. 17 None Und. 17 Nan# 
■  "
m em ber i
7  -  O th e r !
| In d u s t ry
A S  C O P F G  H J K L M A B  C D E F G  H J K L M
O c c u p a tio n N P  Q R S T U  V W X Y Z N P  Q R S T U  V W X Y Z
:  :
Card A Card D Card P Card H
A—1 Now I’m going to read a list of 
conditions—Please tell me if 
you, your , etc.. Have had 
any of these conditions DUR­
ING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
A—2 Hove you, your , etc., had
any of these conditions DUR­
ING TH E PAST 12 MONTHS?
For:
Workers and other persons except 
Housewives and Children
For:
Children from 6 through 16 years old
For: Mobility
1. Asthma?
2. CHRONIC bronchitis?
3 REPEATED attacks of sinus 
trouble?
4. TROUBLE with varicose veins?
5. Hemorrhoids or piles?
6. Hay fever?
7. Tumor, cyst, or growth?
8. CHRONIC gallbladder or liver 
trouble?
9. Stomach ulcer?
10. Any other CHRONIC stomach 
trouble?
12. Thyroid trouble or goiter?
13. Any allergy?
14. CHRONIC nervous trouble?
15. CHRONIC skin trouble?
16. Palsy?
17. Paralysis of any kind?
18. REPEATED trouble with 
back or spine?
19. Cleft palate?
20. Any speech defect?
21. Hernia or rupture?
22. Prostate trouble?
1. Not able to work at all.
2. Able to work but limited in amount of 
work or kind of work.
3. Able to work but limited in kind or 
amount of other activities.
4. Not limited in any of the above ways.
1. Not able to go to school a t all.
2. Able to go to school but limited to 
certain types of schools or in 
school attendance.
3. Able to go to school but limited in 
other activities.
4. Not limited in any of the above ways.
1. Must stay in bed a ll or most of 
the time.
2. Must stay in the house a ll or 
most of the time.
3. Need the help of another person in 
getting around inside or outside the 
house.
4. Need the help of some special aid, 
such as a cane or wheelchair, in 
getting around inside or outside 
the house.
5. Does not need the help of another 
person or a special aid but has 
trouble in getting around freely.
11. Kidney stones or CHRONIC 
kidney trouble?
Card B
B--1 Have you, your , etc., 
EV ER had any of these 
conditions?
1. Tuberculosis?
2. Emphysema?
3. Hardening of the arteries?
4. High blood pressure?
5. Cancer?
6. Heart trouble?
7. Stroke?
8. Rheumatic fever?
9. Arthritis or rheumatism?
10. Mental illness?
11. Diabetes?
12. Epilepsy?
B—2 Do you, your , etc., HAVE 
any of these conditions?
1. Deafness or SERIOUS trouble 
hearing with one or both ears?
2. SERIOUS trouble seeing with 
one or both eyes even when 
wearing glasses?
3. Missing fingers, hand or arm ~  
toes, foot or leg?
4. Missing lung or kidney ( or 
breast)?
5. Club foot?
6. PERMANENT stiffness or any 
deformity of foot, leg, fingers, 
arm or back?
Cord E
For: Housewife
1. Not able to keep house at all.
2. Able to keep house but limited 
amount or kind of housework.
3. Able to keep house but limited 
or amount of other activities.
4. Not limited in any of the above
6. Not limited in any of the above ways.
in
in kind 
ways.
Card G
For: Children under 6 years old
1. Not able to take part at all in ordinary 
play with other children.
2. Able to play with ocher children but 
limited in amount or kind of play.
4. Not limited in any of the above ways.
Card I
Which of the following income groups 
represents your total combined family 
income for the past 12 months? In- 
elude income from all sources such 
as wages, salaries, social security 
or retirement benefits, help from rela­
tives, rents from property, and so forth.
Under $500.......................................Group A
$500- $999...........................Group B
$1,000- $1,999.......................... Group C
$2,000- $2,999.......................... Group D
$3,000- $3,999.......................... Group E
$4,000- $4,999.......................... Group F
$5,000— $6,999.......................... Group G
$7,000- $9,999.......................... Group H
$10,000—$14,999 ............................Group I
$15,000 and o v e r ............................Group J
OUTLINE OF REPORT SERIES FOR VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS 
Public Health Service Publication No. 1000
S e r ie s  1.
S e r ie s  2 .
S e r ie s  3.
S e r ie s  4 .
S e r ie s  10.
S e r ie s  11.
S e r ie s  12.
S e r ie s  13.
S e r i e s  20.
S e r ie s  21 .
S e r ie s  22.
P r o g r a m s  a n d  c o lle c tio n  p r o c e d u r e s .—Reports which describe the general programs of the National 
Center for Health Statistics and its  o ffices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, 
and other m aterial necessary for understanding the data.
D a ta  e v a lu a tio n  an d  m e th o d s  r e s e a r c h .  —Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi­
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital sta tistics collection methods, new analytical 
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistica l theory.
A n a ly t ic a l s t u d ie s .— Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health 
sta tistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other se r ie s .
D o cu m en ts  an d  c o m m it te e  r e p o r ts .  — Final reports of major com m ittees concerned with vital and 
health sta tistics, and documents such as recommended m odel vital registration laws and revised birth 
and death certificates.
D a ta  f r o m  th e  H ea lth  I n te r v ie w  S u r v e y .—Statistics on illn ess , accidental injuries, disability, use of 
hospital, m edical, dental, and other serv ices , andother health-related topics, based on data collected  
in a continuing national household interview survey.
D a ta  f r o m  th e  H ea lth  E x a m in a tio n  S u r v e y .— D ata  from direct examination, testing, and m easure­
ment of national sam ples of the population provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estim ates 
of the m edically defined prevalence of specific d iseases in the United States and the distributions of 
the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics; and (2) 
analysis of relationships among the various m easurem ents without reference to an explicit finite 
universe of persons.
D a ta  f r o m  th e In s titu tio n a l P o p u la tio n  S u r v e y s .—Statistics relating to the health characteristics of 
persons in institutions, and on m edical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national 
sam ples of establishm ents providing these serv ices and sam ples of the residents or patients.
D a ta  f r o m  th e  H o sp ita l D isc h a r g e  S u r v e y .—Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay  
hospitals, based on a sam ple of patient records in a national sam ple of hospitals.
D a ta  on m o r ta l i t y .—Various sta tistics on mortality other than as included in annual or monthly 
reports—special analyses by cause of death, age, andother demographic variables, also geographic 
and time ser ies  analyses.
D a ta  on n a ta tity , m a r r ia g e , and d iv o r c e .  —Various s ta tistics on natality, m arriage, and divorce other 
than as included in annual or monthly reports—special analyses by demographic variables, also  
geographic and time ser ie s  analyses, studies of fertility.
D a ta  f r o m  th e N a tio n a l N a ta li ty  and M o r ta li ty  S u rv e y s . —Statistics on characteristics of births and 
deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these records, 
including such topics as m ortality by socioeconom ic c la ss , m edical experience in the last year of 
life, characteristics of pregnancy, etc.
For a lis t  of titles of reports published in these se r ie s , write to: Office of Information
National Center for Health Statistics 
U.S. Public Health Service 
Washington, D.C. 20201
